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On May 14, 1980, 
held a hearing on 
Cal-Vet home loan 
of the transcript 
the Senate Committee on Governmental Organization 




the public fa 
I am herewith transmitting to you a copy 





fi as to their personal 
generally criticized the long 
that department officials 
loan money ing available. 
Several department district off managers also tes fied at the 
hearing. The tes there had been confusion within 
the department recent months as to the amount of money available 
for loans and how soon that amount would expended. 
Due to time limitations, the 
complete her tes the 
elusion in this matter at this 
the committee would 
might schedule another 
RCD:kss 
Attachment 
was not able to 
committee was not able to form a con-
Witnesses were notified that 
tor the problem in the future and 
at a later 
s 
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A shortage of funds 
for a considerable number 
the Cal-Vet has caus hardships 
veterans during the past six months. 
Sponsors of SR 35 charge that a principal cause of the hard-
ship has been a lack of information to individual applicants about 
possible delays in making funds available to them. 
It is charged that the Department of Veterans Affairs knew, 
or should have known, of the financial shortfall but misrepresented 
the situation to applicants. 
In addition, it is alleged that the department failed to 
follow recommendations by the Auditor General to improve internal 
procedures in the area of cash forecasting or to take the steps 
necessary to resolve other administrative weaknesses. 
Due to a number of factors, applications for Cal-Vet home 
loans have increased substantially the past year. In 1978, the 
department received 15, 158 applications, but this figure jumped 
to a total of 28, 014 applications in 1979. 
In recent months, as t rates for F'HA and VA insured 
loans rose to 13 percent, and conventional home financing 
reached as high as 17 percent or more, the Ca t rate of 
5.6 percent became even more of a barga for qua veterans. 
In same period, the islature sharply ed the 
number of veterans homes eligible for Cal-Vet loans. In the 
1978 session, SB 1965 (Zenovich) repealed the limit on home values 
that could be financed by Cal-Vet; and SB 254 (Campbell) more than 
doubled the pool of qualified veterans by restoring the eligibility 
of World War II veterans and who had tary service 
more than 25 years ago. 
Infla and the va of real estate Ca ia are also 
ref in the Cal-Vet loan program. In 1978, the average Cal-
Vet loan was $43,000, but by ear 1980 th had increased to $52,000. 
By April 1980, to meet the increas demand for financing, the 
department had sold $380 million in bonds from the 1978 $500 million 
bond act. After being advised that the market could not absorb more 
general obligation bonds at this time, the department borrowed 
$22 million from the General Fund and the first time sold $200 
million in revenue bonds to raise additional funds the program. 
iii 
INTRODUCTION (continued) 
Under the provisions of AB 1963 (Fenton), 1979 session, a 
new $750 million veterans bond act will be voted upon the 
people on the June 1980 ballot. 
In an attempt to resolve the problem, the department has 
placed all applications received before December 10, 1979, in a 
top priority category. Approximately 3,600 of these applications 
remain unfunded but every effort is being made to process them as 
speedily as possible. All applicants who applied after December 10, 
1979, have been notified that their funding is uncertain and 
dependent upon funds being available. 
It is estimated that the total number of veterans of u.s. 
military service in California approximates 3.3 million. Of this 
number, approximately 1.1 million are defined as Cal-Vets and are 





CHAI Fl':AN DILLS: is, cated 
earlier, that there l be other members of the ttee 
5 here, and a quorum will be present eventual Each of these 
6 members has bills in other es, and other 
7 committees so that it wil be s le for us to as 
8 a Sub ttee at this t , and , there will be a 
I 
9 full Comnittee here, or a quorum of the ttee, which would 
10 be ve nembers. 
ll I'm Senator Ralph lls, the Chairman of the 
I 
tte on Governmental izat I'm happy to welcome 
13 you here , on s on, ch is to a Senate 
Resolution, Nb. 35, roduced Senator lsen, and 
rel na the Cal-Vet 
16 e res ion sted Senate Rules ttee 
to ass the sub j ect of Cal-Vet and home loan 
, and the of that program, by the 
19 rt~en of Veterans Af rs, to an app ate committee 
20 for st We have rece ved that request, and the st will 
b n this he 
At the concl us o the a trans 
of the tes will be made lable as soon as possible, 
and a report of the hea any re the 
•Y comrnittee ':lill published in the Senate _;, may care to a t 
26 ,Journal. 
27 In advance, I I d to thank all of the v.1 i tnesses 



























assure you that your testimony will be most valuable to the 
committee. 
n'ormnq will be the Secretary I Our rs t witness th 
of the State and Consumer Services Agency, Alice Lytle. I I 
I 
understand that Secretary Lytle has to leave almost immediatelJt 
for Oakland, and therefore, has requested to appear at this 
time. 
SENATCR lHELSEN: Mr. Chairman, I would defer to 
Ms. Lytle, but I would like to make kind of an opening 






CHAI Rf1AN DILLS : Yes, we'll hear your opening state-\ 
: 
ment at that time. There being no objection, we will hear 
Alice Lytle at this time, and I'd like to request that all 
parties who will testify, please use the chair, or at least 
draw the microphones over to you, because in addition to the 
public address system which we're using, we are recording. 
So, if you will be kind enough to use the chair, and! 
I 
I 
the crophones that are at the chair where Hs. Lytle is now 
seated, keep your voices up so that we may hear you, not only 
i 
i 
on our P. A. syster:, but also that it may be recorded for the 
record. 
I 
Thank you very much, and you may proceed at this timeJ 
I·ftS. LYTLE: Thank you, I1r. Chairman, members of the 
Conuni t tee . I ar:t Alice Ly , Secretary of State and Co:· s ume r 
Services. I have been in this position since 1\p 1 of ~379. 
I very much appreciate the opportunity to testify before this 
comrri ttee. Doth the Governor's Of ce, and the State and 







investigation into the circumstances surrounding the problems 
experienced by Cali forn veterans, and the t of 
Veterans Af rs. 
f~ hope is that the forces, e c, po tical, 




6 \ this comrr.i ttee is addressing itself, can be precisely identi-
7 fied so that approp ate reme al measures can be designed and 
8 irr.ple:r.:ten ted. It is critical, however, that this process take 
9 place within an historical and po cal frarr£ of reference 
!0 that provides a useful pe ve to the committee's 
!l deliberations. 
12 there have been ebbs and flows and the 
13 infusion of money into the department for its farm and home 
loan program, the artment has never faced the cash flow 
problems it now faces. s cally, the people of the State 
I 
16 of Cali a have voted 1n favor of bond issues, veteran bondl 
17 
i3 
but a close scrutiny will reveal they have done so 1




For years, the California bond has enjoyed a favored! 
I 
rating amons the states of the nation. The rating is high 
21 presently, but not as high as it once was, thus affecting the 
')C} 
interest rate at which bonds can be sold. law, as you know~ 
:r ,; general obligation bonds have a maximum rate of seven percent. 
::. If we cannot sell the:r.:t at that rate, or below, they cannot be 
25 sold without a law change. 
26 :Revenue bonds, which the sta.te has recently sold, 
,,~ 
~~ for the first time in its history, which the State Department 
28 of Veterans Affairs has recently sold for the first tirre in 
VIDEO; AUDIO RECORDING SERVICE'->. 1NC 
its history, have no interest rate cei IIowever, to the 
2 extent that: the dynamics of the bone] market, and poli cal 
3 forces at the state and federal level force sale at a high 
interest rate, the artment increases its debt service 
s ob c-ations. 
6 The cs of these resource and demand elements 
7 of the c,epartmen t' s progra:r:t must be carefully discussed and 
a understood before any action is recommended or taken by this 
9 coG.rri t tee. 
10 In conclusion, I would like to ack~ress myself to the 
ll questions sed with respect to the all d failure on the 






possibility of delays in ng. You will receive and 
evaluate testimony departnent staff, and management, 
desc ng the inforr,at availab to the t 
o fun ng proje ons, scheduled bond sales, and 
pending federal 1 slation. 
You will further rece information on s being 
l'J planned by manac:;er:1en t and staff of the cepartment to create a 





These include mech sms for moni t~e labili of 
bond sale proceeds, receipts and expen tures from past loans, 
including loan payments by veterans, and payments of interest 
to l:Jond holders, volume of appli , and rate at wh 
veterans make pre-p , rather than paying of their loans 
in scheduled p nts. 
No information system desis;ned by the department can 
make cash projections more than estimates, but clearly, the 
5 
department is vJil to set up the best system possible. 
a system would enable the nt to de the most 
3 current i ormat possible to veteran purchasers. The 
4 system must, however, be supplemented by procedures for 
5 informing veterans, so that are familiar with every stage 
6 in the application process 
7 r.'ost particularly, veterans must know when a loan 
8 has been approved, so that know at what stage in the 
9 process the department has made a loan cornrni tment to them. 
10 Communications between the regional.and district offices, and 
!1 between the department, the agency, finance, and the treasurer s 
12 office, must be smooth and e cient so that proj ons, I 
13 po cies and procedures are known and consistent followed. 
In short, is room for improvement, as there 
is with most enti s state government. However, the 
l6 seve ty and unexpectedness of orne of the economic and 
17 po tical forces op on the artment must be taken 
i8 into as well as the fact that department started 
19 in 1978 to anti ate and lan for cash flow problems that 
20 
• they have now encountered . 21 You have my p these efforts will continue. 
:22 you very much. 
')'I -·' CHAI Rl1l"...N DILLS : Th you. Are there any questions 
:2 ~ of members the ttee? 
25 SENATOR CUSANOVICH: I'd to one, Hr. 
26 Chairoan. 
27 CHAI R11lAN DILLS: Senator Cusanovich. 
'--
28 













back are we on fulfilling the wishes of those that already 
have their loans -- their loans h2ve been d? I 
understand that we're q te a bit in arrears. 
r"lS. LYTLE: The department identified a date beyond I 
I 
which they could not secure funding for loan applications I 
presently in the of ce. That date is December 7th. Applica-l 
tions filed since December 7th, have been left unfunded, I 
pendina the passage of Proposition 2, which is on the June, 
1980 ballot. Applications filed priOr to December 7th, have I 
• I 
been processed as bond sales of already authorized bond 1ssues/ 
have been scheduled and sold. 
SENl\TOR CUSA.I\lOVICH: And the last $125 million we 
just sold at what, seven percent? Didn't Treasurer Unruh 





MS. LYTLE: Yes, he did. 
SENl1"TOR Cl'SlU~OVICH: \~hat was the percent on those? 
MS. LYTLE: I don't know, the staff will be able 
to answer those technical questions. 
SEHATOR CUSANOVICH: Okay. 
CHAI RI~~ DILLS: Further questions? Questions from 
me~bers of the staff? Being none, then, thank you very much 
for yonr te s mony and 
~-:s . LYTLE: You are very welcome. 
CHAI ~'!1\N DILLS: you have indicated that there 
I 
will be other -- there will be staff merrbers present to answer I 
further detailed questions du ng the " ? aay. 
f.lS. LYTLE: That's right. 







































at this time. 
~![embers of e committee, a quorum is now present. 
We held a h ng at the of the ttee meeti 
this morning on AB 2 84 lante, which is an urgency matter, 
and the subcomF.ittee recommended by a vote of 2-0, that the 
bill be given a do pass recommendation, and then to finance 
committee. There was no opposi on to the measure, and it is 
an urgency matter, and if you are sufficiently fami 
I 
ar with 
the measure at this time, why we shall ft the call and 
subcornmittJ 
proceed to a vote. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: I move approval of the 
report. I 
CIIAIRJ'W~ DILLS: Senator uist moves approval of 
the subcommittee report. Are you ready for the question? 
If 's n obj on, then the secretary will call the 
on the passage of the measure. 
MS. WILLIAMS: Alquist 
SENATOR JI.LQuiST: 
MS. WILLIA1',1S: Beverly? 
SENATOR BEVEPLY: Aye. 
HS. WILLIAl![S: Carpenter? 
SENATOR CARPENTER: 
HS. ~'liLLIA:tvlS: Cusanovich? 
SENATOR CUSANOVICH: 





CHAIRMAN DILLS: Aye. Aye's ve; no's none, the 
bill is out to finance. 
Senator Nielsen, it was your resolution that lS 
ViDEO. AUDIO RECOf1DING SERVICES I~JC 
brought to this hearing today, and it's my understanding that 
2 you desire to make a statement at this time s that correct? 
3 s ENATOF:. NIELSEN: r1r. Chairman, :mer:tbe rs of the 
4 committee, I appre ate your indulgence in ng th 
5 testimony. The issue of the Cal-Vet loan has been before us 
6 for several months. Members of the Legislature became aware 
1 when we began being inundated with complaints from our veteran 
8 constituents who were h trouble with their loans. 
9 We have begun looking into-this thing, and it has 
10 been ny opinion that there are, indeed some deficiencies. 
11 We all understand and appreciate the external factors of the 











that there are also, poss ly, some internal fficulties 
that have contributed, and they d be here, and with us, 
wh r or not those external factors were present. 
Our purpose s to try to inves We have today 
w us many veterans who have been eved by the loan 
program. ~'le have people who are a part of staff, and dire 
who have some influence on t s program. They are here to 
shed ght on, ful some of the de ciencies. 
I am not of the on that shortage of funds 
lS the problem. I think that the problem is internal, and we 
need to look and find what interna weaknesses are, and 
t fror.. that, the te . I greatly conce~~ d, 
at s point in time, that we correct any de ciencies ~hat 
we might view, fo th, because if we do not if problems 
are still occurring within the department, that fosters an 
attitude, and the lack of trust and faith of indivi s and 
';IDEO 1 
diss o of voters of t State of Cali a who 
ave c stent s the onds. 
I think rove the operation, and 
equi and be n to rve the veterans in better way. I am 
6 that the tes presented here today will in a very 
7 'Te way, shed on the ways which we can 
8 the Cal-Vet loan program. \'ve ave many w sses, and 
9 been counseled to be very ef and expedi their 
10 tes 
11 Thank you, Senator ~ielsen, and CHAiffi1A_N DILLS: 
may add my counse 
as b ef as poss le 0 th 13 everyone would have his or her 
apport to speak. Als J> to the extent that you can do 
at and arti repe ve unless repe on 
i6 a P r out at s a re l p lem, why that 
would be he ful, oo, fo the 
We do ave a a considerable numbe of 
erson who re to ard, that in , r,o,ay 
we ca l upon th rs ere. list cates that 
it's Keith Denton. Are you i on all , you may 
rocee . 
MR. DILLON: No, si . name is Harry llon, I 
ve in Valle o. 
CHAI DILLS arry l you. 
26 . DILLOi~: I applied in January to the Concord 




1 I l''!R. DILLON: 19 80. 
2 CHAIRJ1AN DILLS: Thank you. 
3 HR. DILLON: I was told by the woman at the desk, 
4 they were out of money, but the bonds had been sold, and it 















I sold my house, I had five days to back out of the sale, in 
other words, to cancel the sale, in case there was no money. 
On her assurance that there was going to be money in 60 days, 
she said, at the outside, probably less, is her words, I went 
ahead and bought another house, to get a lower house payment. 
It was even a little smaller house than what I was selling. 
As it is now, I'm paying $6 42 a month, interest only J 
l 
I 
where my previous payment was $314 1 principal, interest 1 taxes I 
I 
and everything. My out-of-pocket expenses on this, just going! 
l 
s womm1's word, are going to be in the neighborhood of I 
$10,000. I feel that the Cal-Vet program ha_s wronged me. I ! 
I 
put my time in the Navy, and you know, in am, and I feel 
that the Cal-Vet program has done me a great injustice, both 
financial and otherwise, and I'm very nervous. 
CHAI P..M'AN DILLS: All rl , any questions of this 
witness? 'l'hank you, Hr. Dillon. 'fhe next witness please. 
VIR. IUS: Hy name is Herman Ius out of Clearlake 
Highlands, and I approached the Cal-Vet in Harch of 1979 to 
get a loan from there ld a house up thgre. I got the 
approval in July, the 18th, and I got a loan of $55,000 from 
the Bank of America, July 23rd. I b lt that house myself, 
and I -- at no time d t say that they were out of money, 























January -- my loan from the bank was up January 23rd 
of 19 80 The r called the of ce the and told them 
that I would have my money in two r three I haven't 
got any money. The first interest cost me $2, 0. I got a 
30- another 90- extens which 1s extension, and I 
a total of 120 days, and it's cost me $3,200. 
I 
Plus, I had I 
to get a loan -- a mortgage on my house, insurance on my house 1 
fire on my house, and I had to get a flood surance for the I 
I 
Cal-Vet. 
I had to get three p reports, up to date, 30 
days, that's $75. Now I have to turn around and sell my house
1 
lose my house that I lt myself. you. 
CHAIID1AN DILLS: Just a moment, sir, there may be a 
ques of members of the ttee. 
SENATOR CUSANOVICH I th I have one. 
Dillon and Mr. Ius s d that woman told them. Is 
you talking about the head of the de nt? 
MR. IUS: The ad of the 




CIIAIPJvlA_N DILLS: And by the head of the artment, 
I 
you mean who? 
I'1R. IUS: Down at Cal-Vet Santa Rosa, I ta d to ! 
i 
the girls up there I talked to Mr. Osbourne, and they tol4 
me I loan escrow numbe I my payments, and I 
everything else, and I had to get one more item, which was a 
flood insurance form, initial -- sign a copy and send it back 
to them, and pay my '79 and '80 property taxes, and I 
walked into the office to give it to them, that was my final 
'JiDEO AUDIO RECCf1DING INC 
12 
thing, I was all ready to give them my loan, then they told 
2 me, and that was on February lOth, that there was no money 
3 available at all. 
4 CHAI Rf'1PN DILLS: Do you have the name of the lady? 
5 MR. IUS: I talked to a lady named Pat, up there, 
6 I talked to Mr. Osbourne up there at the Santa Rosa branch, 
7 and I talked to women in his office personally. He told me 
8 there was no money. But at any time, in the Bank of America, 
9 they did not say that there was no money available at all, 
lO they said that in two or three weeks I'd get my money. Plus, 
11 they were 45 days behind to appraise my house, which I asked 
12 them Decerr.ber 1st, and they didn't come out until after 
13 January, the middle part of January, the 20th, I believe it 
1 ~ was. 
15 Oh, yes, th one here, th one here is from the 
l6 Bank of l\me ca, the branch Norma Koch, and late in 
17 January, which was the 22nd of January, she was the one that 
li:l called the office up there in Santa Rosa to inform them that 
l'J the funds w 1 be available to me, and there's no problem or 
anything else. That I' 11 have my money, and they' 11 put the 
'2.! money in escrow for me to pay of this $55,000 loan. Now I 
have to turn around and sell that e. 
CIIAI Rr11\N DILLS: Yes, sir. 
MR. i\BRUNZO: Excuse me 1 I ze, 
copy of that letter before you, as do each of the merr.bers of 
26 the committee. 
CHAI PJ1AN DILLS: Thank you. Yes, we do have a copy 
of the letter dated May 8, 19 80, over the signature of Norma 
ViDEO 'l\lcOiO HECORDING "[p·flCES INC 
13 
Koch, Manager. If the reporter desires to get a copy for the 
2 record, she has one. Thank you. 
3 1 ght, anything f sir? 
MR. IUS: No, sir. 
5 CHAIW1AN DILLS: All right. Any quest of the 
6 witness? The next witness then, please. 
7 MR. LINER: Good ladies and gentlemen of 
8 t s ee, and thank you very much for hearing me. My 
9 name is Steven Liner, from Santa Rosa, California. My wife 
10 and I had heard rumors previous to our house, that since June 
11 of 19 79, Cal-Vet had no money. Four times prior to the week 
!2 that we made an offer on our new house, my wife called 
lo Cal-Vet office, and talked to various people there, and 
was to that they d, in fact, have funds. 
15 The re on she cal earl I was because 
16 p worked th, and othe f ends tel ng us' no, 
l7 to their knowle t d not money, but every time 
lB form us, absolute 
19 t did, there was no p lem. We made t offer on our new 
:w house at 3720 View urt, a Hil ew l'1anor subdivision on 
2! November Oth, 19 79. 
~ve u t S 1 , 0 0 0 down p on it, I had to 
borrow. ~'Je put our et later in November, 
and con nued lis it th and 
2S Christmas li season, th no rs whatsoever. 
21i nally, we got an offe , later the year, even though 
27 through th bad winter, we had a lot of s ng water on our 


















of our house. 
We got the offer January 9th, 1980. The close of 
escrow was to be Fri 22nd., 1980. ~1arch lOth of 
1980, the escrow on the new house was supposed to close, so 
I 
I 
there was going to be a time gap between the two houses. We 
had arranged with the new owner of our residence, either we 
could rent back, or possibly, we could rent from the developer i 
I 
I the new house that we were to move into. 
I 
So far, at that point, Cal-Vet had told us that this! 
was going to take four to five months and we were moving on I I 
schedule at that time. We went to the trouble of hand carryin~ 
I 
all of our job verifications, and deposit verifications to I 
expedite these matters. I heard, February 19th, on a Tuesday,[ 
I 
after a three-day weekend, that the previous Friday a local I 
I television news st on had broken a program, stating that a 1 
local Cal-Vet had lost money trying to buy a new house. 
Our escrow was supposed to close that day, and 
I immediately called my wife, who in turn called the local 
Cal-Vet office. The local Cal-Vet office, as a matter of 
fact, f1r. Jack Osbourne, stated that there were no funds at 
that time. They knew that there were no funds at that time, 
but evidently, their orders had been from Sacramento to tell 
all of the Cal-Veterans that there were, in fact, funds. 







close, when everything started to fall apart on us. 
i 
We tried-+ 
I after the 19th, we had approximately 24 hours to sign the 
final papers on our house. We t d, during that period, to I 
get interim financing by means of a swing loan that was runnin~ 
T 































18 percent interest, and seven to e nts, or approxi-
mately $4,000 extra clo ng costs on $55,000 loan. But the 
swing loan didn't make any fference, because we couldn't 
qualify anyway. 
We also t d conventional financ at that time, 
which was 13 and a quarter percent, $2,000 extra on our new 
loan, $500 to $600 to convert the new loans, and then another 
$500 to $600 closing costs when t nally would come 
through, and my house payment would have increased to $750 a I 
month principal and interest only. 
At that point, the deve r could not wait any 
longer Cal-Vet , and the local o ce was then 
telling us September, possibly, of 1980 we may get funds. So, I 
we had to stop the entire escrow, and se all of our-- stop! 
all of our de , and it was done. 
February 2 1980, we received a loan commitment 
Cal-Vet administrat , but on tment, it was 
stamped in several places that this was really not a commitmen~, 
because it was subject to lable . Cal-Vet also seeme~ 
to think that this letter would carry interim ancing for usl 
We called several banks w h th , and literally got laughed · 
at by the banks. 
May 5th of 1980, my wife heard that the 3720 View 
Court house was still able and had not sold Curie us 
as to where we were on the Vet list, r.f'le called and were 
told that our position could be funded within three weeks. 
May 7th, we went into negotiations 







MR. LINER: Sir? 
CHAI Rl\1AL'\l DILLS d u 
HR. LINER: fe 
CHAIR~·mN DILLS: 1\nd do you 
that call, or d your 
to whom that call 
6 was directed, and who responded? 
7 J'1R. LINER: No, I don't. It was one of the girls 
s in the local Santa Rosa Cal-Vet of ce. 
9 May 7th, 1980, we went into new negotiations with 
10 the developer, on the house, which had now appre ated in 











couple of IT'Onths 9th, we were trying to 
the p ce down the bes we could, d 9th, we were 
informed by the deve 
we lost the house for 
To s ze 
months of t and 
r that a r d had come in, and 
cone" t 
s, house deal has taken us six 
as c We were fortunate to 
back out of o 
mal, other 
deal, an our act money loss was very 
an t te te report, and just running 
around with gasoline. We fee we every ng w n our 
power, di li , to a loan, and that although it is 
not Cal-Vet's po icy to gr s sti ons, it is also, I 
assume, not their po cy to renege on th r veterans. 
The way can be 
to be granted a subst t on and have the money eed, 
one week's use, to go throuah this ni trnare again. I thank 
you very for your time. 
CHl\IRHJlB DILLS: tions? Thank you, Nr. Liner. 
17 
Next witness please. 
2 MR. DENTON: Well, I t you can understand we're 
3 all a little bit nervous here, but I'm Denton from 
Redding, California, and I'm a World \Alar II veteran. I have 
5 all the documents that we went through with Cal-Vet and all 
6 this, but I think they d an awful it was awful dishonest 
7 on their part, because nothing carne true, and we tried to 
8 fulfill in every way what we were supposed to do, and nothing 
9 ever was done. 
10 We had a loan in November .of '78, and our house was 
11 built and completed in November of '79, and we, to this day, 
12 don't know why it was never processed. So, we, ln turn, had 
!3 to sell our house, or we'd have lost it, one or the other, on 
this. So, that's my only comment on this deal. 
CHAIPJflAN DILLS: Thank you, r-'lr. Denton. In what 
16 area you reside? 
t7 f-1R. DENTON: In Redding, Ca fornia. 
HI CHAIRM..l\N DILLS: Redding? 
19 HE. DENTON: Yes. 
:20 CHlUEHAN DILLS: Thank you. 
2! MR. DENTON: I thank you. 
:22 CHAI :&'VlAN DILLS: Any ques ons of Mr. Denton? 
:t' d SENATOR CUSANOVICH: d you talk to any one 









1 not responses nowhere, 
I L gentlemen came to 
MR. DENTON: We dealt with Mr. Varnum out of the 
Redding office. v'le tried calling Sacramento. l'le never got 
and final these gentlemen here, ·the 
our home, on Channel 7, out of San 
ViDEO , f'-UD~U RECCRDiNG ~-3ERV!CES !f'-JC 
Francisco, and we was the ones that was on Channel 7. But we 
2 had t d every way 1 and now the on way I understand that 
I'll even qua for a loan s to go ahead and reapply, 
and as a Worle War I veteran I would go to the bottom of the 
s list, and there's no way that I could ever-- I've never had 
6 one, and I'll probab never one. 
7 CHAIPJ1AN DILLS: Again 1 our thanks. vJe appreciate 
s your testimony. 
9 MR. DENTON: I beg your pardon. 
!0 CHAI R11AN DILLS : We app ate your testimony. The 
ll next witness please. We appreciate that also, this may well 
12 be the first lli~ity, or occasion that any of you have 
13 had to appear be a ttee of the Legislature, and 
11 we also understand that you can be a little b nervous, but 
l3 vle do know that, you don't have to be nervous, because 
16 we're here to get t facts and knows them better than 
17 you do so jus t on us. 
!B r.m. DILLARD: Thank you. name is Bill Dillard 
!9 from Beni a, Calif local of ce is the Concord 
Cal-Vet of ce. The person I p dealt with there was 
2! ~1r. Allen, who understand is in charge of the office. 
B ef , our s is, the second week in ternber 
<)'' 
"-·' of '79, we made app cation for a Cal-Vet loan. On November 
29th, w.g ved an 
is the nu~~er that the Cal-Vet office uses. At that time, we 
26 were told that there was money available, and that we would be 
'1.7 
:28 
Eunded, and as soon as the comp on of our house our new 
I 
horr.e \vas completed, to call 1 they would have an inspection 1 and 
1r ~c 
19 
\ve would be funded ate 
2 On December 6th, we were re to close escrow on 
3 our old home. I n called the Cal-Vet o ce n Concord, 
4 and asked them, be fore I sold my home, I wanted to make sure 
5 there was going to be money available, cause of rumors 
6 that were going around, that poss there would be a short 
7 of funds. 
8 The Cal-Vet o ce s d, yes, there would be money 
9 available. i.'J:r. Dillard, don't call us any more, until your 
!0 house is done, and at that t , we 11 ct your house 
ll and ve your money to you. In January, towards the end, I 
12 called again just to be persistent, and was to the same 
13 of story from them. 
let On February 29th, our home was completed, went in 
15 and told them we wanted an our new hor,1e . They 
16 said there be s , three weeks, somethin 
17 about a p ori due to an e situat I jumped up 
18 and down a ttle b the nspect n that week, and at 
!9 the tirre came back from the ction, it was on a 
:!I) 
• day 1 they said, t way, llard, we don't have any 21 money for you. 
:22 After I t I s 11 you 
23 have money? We don't ut there's money-- you'll 
~~ 
funded, just s w h us, and you 1 your money. On 
25 
March 7th was when e house was l d, and we were told 
26 
















have to seek interim financi , and that he wo not hold the 
I 
house for us, it was a very popular rn.odel, and he could sell 
it readily. 
! 
Through persistent phone calls, and contact with the\ 
I 
Concord office, and Sacramento office, we were able to put thel 
contractor off, and the developer off for a couple of weeks, I 
I 
because that was the period of time we were told that probably I 
I 
I 
our money would be in. This "~ .. vas the rst part of Maret}. 
This went all the way through rrarch on a day-by-day \ 
You are going to be funded, you are going! 
I fferent occasions, 1 
week-by-week basis. 
to be funded. F ally, I was told on two 
' 
by t developer, I had 72 hours to seek financing. I was 
able to qualify for a VA loan, w was amazing, because I 
1~ didn't see -- at $55,000 at 14 percent how I could qualify, 
15 but I did. 
16 My closing costs vJere to e in excess of 
17 $2,500, plus $500 title fees, etcetera, to somewhere, 
lB appro ly around $3 1 000. I've been renting all this time, 
19 because we already sold our house and moved out. It probably 
cost me in excess of $1,000 to $1,500 ln rent. •rhe last week 
21 ln r-'larch --excuse me. The last week in Ap 1, finally, we 
a letter from escrow of ce in our area saying that 
we had-- the money was available, come c.own and sign for it. 
25 and not sign the rim ancing with the VA, and we c:re 
26 able to get our loan. I feel that, fortunate I'm one of 
27 the more fortw1ate ones in this mess that we did eventually 






























because of the heartache and sweat that we went through to get 1 
I 
this loan. The unnecessary calls to Sacramento, to the Concor4 
office, the district of ce not knowi what Sacramento is I 
doing, Sacramento telling you to contact your dist ct office, 
I 
the district office saying, don't bother us, we don't know, 
and it's a big round circle from there. 
CHAI RVtAN DILLS: Senator Marks. 
I 
I 
SENATOP. HARKS: You say that you were informed that 
the loan had been approved? I think you said in the early 
part of your testimony, you were informed by somebody that the I 
I loan had been approved. 
r.m. DILLAED: Our application for a Cal-Vet loan? 
We were told by Mr. Allen in the Concord office that we would 
be de d. He couldn't give me a specific date, but he said, 
as soon as your house is coBpleted, we inspect it, you will 
be funded. It's a matter of a week, or so, he said, after the! 
house is inspected . 
SENATOR HARKS: And is he the head of the office? 
HR. DILLARD: Yes, sir. 
SENATOR Ml\RKS: Did you ever receive any tten 
comwunication from h , indicating that your house would be 
fu..11ded, the loan would be granted? 
Nothing in ng, they would not 
















All we can tell you is we know the money is available, that 
you will be funded. 
SENATOR !1\APJ\S: How many times did they tell you 
l 
VIDEO r,!)Q!O HE<":OPDING 5ERVICCS. INC 
HR. DILLAt~D: No less than three. I called 
2 Sacrarn.en to, I don t - I t d to get a hold rg a Hae 
3 , I don t bel eve rect to er. At one 
we were by the Sacrarrento office that we would be funded, 
5 but ag , t couldn't tel us the date that we would be 
funded. 
7 SENATOR MARKS: He old you cally that your 
house would be funded and not that he that it would 
be funded? 
10 MR. DILLARD: Well, he stated this, he said it would 
ll be funded, that he couldn tel roe the date, but that we 
12 would get our money, and t would be soon. 
13 Thank you. 
CHl\ImlAN DILLS 
15 w nes s p 1 e as e. 
i6 
the veteran invo d 
18 estate broker. 
CIIP.I PJ\1AN DI 
Thank ou, 11r. llard. The next 
name l len Heeker r and I I m 
this s my brother, he's a real 
Could you keep your • +- I ce up, l •- s 
:::o ng to be f t o hear 
2i rm. ALLEN MEEKER: Okay. Two y ars ago last month 
I rst app ed to Cal-Ve for a loan a house n Elk Grove. 
At that time, yo know, eve ng eemed to be going good. I 
was 
Mr. d, spe , at the So crarr:ento 
0 ce, that ve g was pr ssi normally. 
We had a problem 1 a nor problem that we thought, 
28 at the , with a lot de on, that apparent Cal-Vet 
was not s s d with. Th went on about 14 months. 
2 Tile were going back forth, ing fferent 
3 responses from Ca t res was, on 
4 rst app cation, Cal-Vet pulled pack from 
5 escrm·J, and fact closed the e scrovl on me. 
6 A couple of weeks later, we had all of lot sp 
7 problems solved, went back , and I was never advised that 
8 the package was pulled, and the escrow was closed. live went 
• 9 back in, and I went down to the 
10 CHAI RJ'llAl'-J DILLS: At what t was that? When you 
ll did learn it, when was it pulled? 
12 MR. ALLEN HEEKE Okay. rst app ed 
l3 March of '78. In June of '79, eve g was done, I went 
H down to the t le compa~y to s papers, and at 
J5 time, the t corrpany s d hat dn' t have package 
16 it had been ca back t, and we'd have to just, you 
17 know, go down and see if we could ialize it. 
lB I went down o sout area office, and at that 
19 time, Mr. d sed there was no way that they could 
::o reinitialize that p age. It had been clo , and eve g 
21 was closed out, that thee st, st, best way would 
:!2 be just to start a new They alre had 1 the 
2:l paperwork, lot de i , te te, ve on of 
21 employment, the whole my ad, that it s just be a r::at ter 
25 of a month or so. 
26 Just reapply, and '11 reve emp 
27 the credit check, and '11 close it. That was in June of '79 
~~ 
23 We're almost a year later and I'm still trying to get it 










closed. I've been -- the major complaint, I had no problem, 
of course, with the current situation, except that Cal-Vet's 
forecasting, I think, was te le on their financial problems 
But the problem I have is the ineptness of the Cal-Vet people, 
from the bottom up. 
I think from Virginia Days on down, the people I've 
been involved with, general have no idea of what's happening 
no idea of what's going to happen. Some comments I've gotten 
9 from the office, and the people I've talked to, are contra-
10 dictory, inaccurate. One specific example was at a meeting 
tt we had with Virginia Days, her comment to me was, once-- you 
12 know, the only time we close an escrow, and have to start the 
13 whole thing over again, is if the property changes. 
11 We're talking about the same property for over two 
J5 years. Apparently, nothing can be done. We have policies 
16 stated by Virg a Days, we have the lementation by other 
17 people, contradictory to that. You know, it's bewildering 
how the program s ved t s , with the caliber of people 
l'l I think, that we have there. 
CIIAI ffi11\.N DILLS: Eventually, r you did reapply 







JI.1R. ALLEN .VJ.EEKER: It hasn't been. 
CHAIID4AN DILLS~ Has n 
MR. ALLEN MEEKER: Ri now, I went -- as a c.dtter 
of fact, I went by the office yeste , and they're typing 
the forms, and their best guess right now is, within 30 days, 


























fact, some of -- we've had verbal conversations with Mr. 
Eid at the south area office re ng certain things tha·t 
still are required. 
The last conversation we had, ere were two things 
required, one is a cleared te te, and the other is my 1979 
tax returns, a copy of that third or fourth time. I 
went down to the Cal-Vet o ce esterday, I satisfied the 
one requirement, of the '79 tax return. I haven't satisfied 
the requirement to clear the te te; that should be done 
today. However, the p has approved, it's in for 
typing, and it's heading to Sacramento. 
What's going to h that rascal is going to 
hit Sacramento, the escrow artment down there is going to 
kick it back to the south area o ce 1 because the termite is 
two years old. 
CHAIFlvlAN DILLS: ue the witness, any 
comments? Thank you. Mr. Meeker? I 
MR. BILL MEEKER: name is Bill Meeker. I am the I 
broker that was helping Allen on this, and let me clarify just I 
a couple of thinqs for you in the process of this, what was li 
required. The secretary, Ms. le, indicated that the 
problem was money. Let me assure you that the problem is not 
money. It's naive and simplistic to think that the problem I 
I 
is money, when it's really caused people who are incompetent, 
incapable of administering a p , or carrying it out. 
Almost all of the problems could be solved with 
competent coordination and clari cation, and comrnunica·tion. 
Lies and incorrect formation is what's causing the problem. 
VIDEO; AUDIO qE:COROING SERVICES INC 
1r 
l\lmost everybody can adjust r schedule, either not buy a 
house, or not s 1 a house, if t know beforehand what the 
3 facts are. But on every turn, we thin that have been 
4 given to us incorrect 
5 For exanple, o ally, we wrote the deed by a mets 
6 and bounds description. Cal-Vet s d that that was not 
7 acceptable, that t wanted to have s vision map 
s identifying the particular parcel, speci cally, that it 
9 should be approved by the coun So, we filed a subdivision 
l() map. It took about six, seven to do that, and when we 
had that, it was approved the 
12 The ro,~ont were not in yet, and it wasn't 
13 recorded, however, then the Cal-Ve said, well, we have to 
have a separate enti with it entire itself, assigned 









again to the coun , we filed a parcel in this case, 
breaking 0 the one ce f rope he entire 
subdivision, so that we le at that time. 
Dur g t s inte d len's loan the 
first time. They sent him and he's been 
receiving them two ea ars, with the 
-- probably 
forgot to send a pay~ent card. The that his loan is 
bills with zero balances 18 to two years, indicates 
that they real don't on 
Afterwards, we were l e rocess of ling this 








tiwe, we received 
saying, we're 
why it's t ng so 
27 
ica on from al-Vet escrow 
1 this ack 
or clos 
less you tell us 
At that eve 
t 
involved, t le company, myself as a real estate broker, and 
Allen as a veteran, contacted di offices of the 
expl d to them the s California Veterans, 
because of their rements, we were req red to go 
, that 
and 
8 get parcel maps, that t es 
9 Evident t knew that, because they sent informa-


















Two months later, w hout any other ques , or warning, or 
title comp anything e sent letter to t 
saying, return that p age no matter what, we've waited long 
enough. Now even that, we could have lived th, if the 
p gets sent to the escrow company, it's just a 
matter of retyping it n, re 11 i out, and processing 
it, and sending it back to escro\v artment every-
th s s es Cal-Vet. 
But once , th I as Allen stated, 
we went to Cal-Vet and s ay, what do we do now, we're 
re to no money. r simply 
ng the papers, sen them to the itle company, they 
asked Allen to file a complete, new application 
in October, October 15th. 
That was 
They s d, ori 
updates. The couple of 
took eight weeks to get an app 
, we just need a couple of 
s went to a new app sal. It 
sal, and only after I called 
'!IDEO I AUDIO RECORDING INC 
we e, 
2 approved for two years, sudde showed up with another three 
3 or four restrictions and condi ons. Host of those we've 
been able to eliminate simp by t ng to people, but we 
s don't really know where it stands. 
6 Allen's got his letter of approval, as he says, but 
7 quite frankly, we've had that be , and we're very worried 
s about whether it will actually fund or not. 
9 CHAI PJ1AN DILLS: vJhat county, and what community? 
10 f1R. BILL HEEKER: Sacramento County, southern office 
11 Mr. Eid is the supervisor there. 
12 CHAIRMAN DILLS: The property is in Sacramento 
13 County? 
MR. BILL l\"EEKER: Yes, i is. 
IS CIIAIR.l"AN DILLS: Thank you. Senator ~1arks? 
16 SENATOR r1 ARKS: I'm just t ng to find out 
maybe I should ask you, Hr. r, because you're a real 
lH estate broker? 
19 r,~R. BILL MEEKER: Yes. 
SENATOR HARKS: vJhat the procedure is that followed 
21 when a Cal-Vet loan app cation is made. Is there anything 
22 enclosed in the terature, or papers that are sent to an 
applicant that indicate what the applicant must receive 
25 verbal statements that differentiate with the possibility 
26 there may be a rement that there must be a written 
27 statement, if any of those have been received. I'm just 
28 
receive when you 
































MR. ALLEN f,!EEKER: I'm g asked that. The 
Cal-Vet office has a form, it has no form number, it has no 
date, it has little blocks with req rements on it. That's 
what they use to tell you what you need to do. All right. 
There's blocks where you need a termit~, you need an update, 
a credit check, whatever it is you need is marked on there. 
All ght. Like I say, no forn nun~er, no date, 
no way to trace it, no way to find out if it got in the file 
or not. As a matter of fact, the forms that I received in 
the mail, the latest form, saying that I need two 
requirements, the '79 tax return, a copy of my '79 tax return, 
and the clear termite, is not in my file. I received that, 
and apparently, that's what Mr. d, at the south area office, 
and I were ta ng about over the phone. 
When I t down to the of , I look at my le, 
at pa cular form is not in there. 
CHAIRHAN DILLS: Excuse me. 
in the la der ch is before 
Members of the committe,, 
you, there is a copy of 1 
what we are discus , called "Appl ion to Purchase", I I 
take it, and there are no nu~bers. Well, down at the bottom, 
there's some sort of-- is that the one you made reference to, 
this particular form? 
HR. ALLEN I>mEKER: No. 
CHAIHHAN DILLS: No, this is not it. 
MR. ALLEN HEEKERS: It's a form with several little 
blocks along the left-hand margin. It's legal size, at least 
a couple of mine were. 
rrnan, what I'm trying to 
2 nd out, if I may 
3 CIIAI R..~lAN DILLS : Yes 
SENATOH .tvlARKS: I it's g to indicate 
s what the artrnent is or is not doing. I'm just trying to 
find out what lS ng .on. In s package the Chairman is 
1 referring to, the second document, which is headed, "Dep 
a of Veterans Affairs", and has a date and a person's name, I 
9 presume to be filled in. It says, if the selected home site 
10 is approved as a building site, inforn:.ation on your loan 
app li cat ion i cates that on this date, you're cially 
12 quali ed for a loan of blank, and so forth and so on, and 
13 then it's s d by -- w l be si by the strict manager. 
I i I presume it's a form the artment is 
supposed to send back to you if your loan was approved. 1dhat 
ill I'm trying to find out is, d you ever get one of these? 
17 MR. ALLEN !1EEKER: I've n that 
iB SENATOR I'1ARKS : I'm just ous to know whether 
19 or not the departrrent --
l'1R. ALLEN r~EKEE: I've n that twice. 
Zl SENATOR I'11\HKS: And that you have gotten from 
the departrr.ent a rm say g t you have qua ed for a 
loan of "X" nur:lber of dollars, s ed the district manager? 
closed. The rst t g happened, I got the P-11, 
21) the P-15, the unass r the undated rm, I 
27 got everything. I was funded. The only ng that dn't 
28 happen is I didn't sign the f al ape . I'm in the computer 
'/!DEC 
2 SENATOR ~lARKS: If I can just go on one more time, 
3 Mr. Chairman The next part of s , a final 
recommendation 11 be made, as funds are lable your 
5 Cal-Vet loan w 1 be recessed and funded. If the loan funds 
6 are in short supply, a ,...,..,,,.,.,'"'" trnent letter will be issued for 
7 future funding. Have you, in fact gotten that? 
r.'!R. ALLEN MEEKER: Yeah. 
HR. BILL t1EEKER: Allen, the first time, he got all 
10 of t , saying that his funds were tted, and that he 
ll had funds, the fun package was sent to the le company. 
12 The on t g that has to be done that point, is Allen 
!3 to sign those nal papers, and Cal-Vet to the money 
14 to the t le com?any, so title can give it to the 
15 seller. So, eve ng was done the first 
16 But cause of a t lag not being able to do it 
in the t th s that should be done, pulled 
that p complete out of the escrow Now, 
!9 hen Allen went and s d, let's t it back in the escrow 
:20 t, t s d no, it woul be easier if we started 
21 the whole th g all over 1/le 
SENATOR !V1ARKS: You d receive a tment lette 
MR. BILL MEEKER: Def tely. 
SENA,TOR ~lARKS: Okay. 
2.5 rv1R. BILL ~~EEKB:R: fact we received it the 
26 second time. We received a trnent letter the second time. 
28 
















SENATOR CARPENTER: After these experiences with 
the Departf!1ent of Veterans Affairs, how concerned do you l 
think they really are with meeting your needs in this instancef 
with respect to this loan? 
I 
HP,. ALLEN r:.EEKER: I don It think the Department is I 
concerned with the needs or requirements of the veteran at all~ 
I think they are more concerned, at this point, with covering I 
themselves. They've had the opportunity, based on -their ovm 
guidelines, for example, to fund my loan. They haven't done 
that; for what reason, I don't know. 
They have taken no initiative to solve any of the 






solve my problem. They've had the opportunity, and they've I 
just simply not done so. I don't know what-- understandably,! 
I 
they're going through some proLlems, they're in big trouble, 
but it seems like either they're unable, or unwilling to 
17 help themselves or the veteran. 
18 SENATOR CARPENTER: You, having had this experience, 
19 what has been the effect of, say, on your confidence in the 
::o quality -- or in the ability of government to meet your needs? 
21 MR. ALLEN r\EEKER: I have th in government, 
. ,.-, basically . I know it works, it can work. I think vJe have 
some problems in some of our departments. We've placed the 
------ wrGng 
25 That's why I would hope that you support Senator Nielsen's 
26 effort to get a committee going, and give that committee the 
'27 teeth it needs to do the job it needs to do. 
'28 SENATOR CAP-FENTER: Thank you. 
VIDEO! /'UDIO RECORDING SERVICES, INC 
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MR. ALLEN MEEKER: You 1 re welcome. 
2 CIIAIRHAN DILLS: Fu r ques or comments? 
3 Thank you. The next w s please. 
4 MR. PPOCTOP.: Mr. rman, Senators, I'm Coleman 
5 Proctor, I'm a builder out of Bakers eld, and I build and 
6 develop st ct resident l housing, price range, $50,000 
7 to $65,000 area. Because of this area, naturally, they're 
8 very attra ve to the first home buyer, which we have quite 
9 a number of Cal-Vets. As a matter of fact, in the last 
!0 subdivision, I've catered to about 15 veterans, or have tried 
li to, we're in the process of. 
12 The past experience here, we've built 
13 $5 and $6 million in the past 24 months, worth of housi~g, 
ll and so, you can see, by those s, that we are a substan-
'\......-
J5 tial b lder there. ~ve have $10 llion on boards this 
16 year to b ld. I personal de my own homes, I build 
!7 them as a general contractor, and I personal sell them, so 
18 I have quite a range of all needs from all spectrums there. 
19 As well as, we negotiate the municipal improvement 
20 agreements, cons on loans with lenders, take out 
21 financing, PG&E, water and subcontracts. What this all means 
22 is that this takes an unders ng, and an awareness in a 
;!'' d very wide spectrum. The reason I make t s point is there 
:21 was a definite letter addressed and rected on my meeting 
25 with Alice tle, Jim Neff for the Governor's Of ce, that 
26 took place in March, and that's I wanted to bring this 
27 to the Senators. 
28 My survival depends, basically, on the ability to 























understand, and to re on these ne ons and contracts 
that we enter into. In our business our word is our bond, 
basi cal , and what means is I've s ved by 
that, and when I talk to these peop up here at Sacramento, 
I figured that's what the hell were all about, but I 
fo out a lot fferent. 
I feel that we have an extreree serious problem 
here. It's what I feel o be a very worthwhile program, this 
Cal-Vet prograr.' .. After b g several sub sions, and 
wo g with local lenders, Bank of Arne cain particular, 
the maj of the take out activity, inc ng co:1ventional, 
FHA, and Vl\ nancing I've w ed very closely w the banks 
and have utilized their consultation and expe se the 
areas of nancial X. 
In t area, an awarenes of ability to fund 
is es a 1, and it's of t importance, especial ln 
de ng with Cal-Vet. I understand this, and I rely on this, 
and th is where I get to s area. It is in the area 
that t se ous le e sts. 
In October and November o this t year, ' 79, 
after being to not on by the Cal-Vet app sers that were 
out into our s sion, ut als the st manager, Jim 
Son lS our area manager here in Bakersfield, that there were 
ril of 1980. That as a quote from one of the app sers. 
Well, dn't s Wl because an appraiser 
told me that they had those 1 le funds, I turned to the 







I , by the way. I exp ned that I as a lder out of 
Bakersfield, and that I had several 1-Vets wait to 
p e homes, and p r to t the on as buyers, I 
wanted to confirm t funds these 
s incominq vets. 
I was told that there was no problem, were 
7 plenty of funds avail le. That was Mr. Smith that I 
to. I wanted a more specific answer in re to time 


















p of funds 1 le, I don't know if you're aware, but 
it takes anywhere ,from 90 to 120 to process a Cal-Vet 
loan, basi cal , give or take. 
So, 
frame the 
more or less 
in regards to a more 
a!:Jp cants, I asked 
cover the process g 
c answer to the time 
if 90 to 120 days would 
these vets that wanted 
to e app cat The answer, , was yes, 
s I asked if, in fact, thought t 
that there 
sounded about 
d be funds le in t s time frame. Again 
the reply was that re was p of money, and there would 
be money available for those veterans mak 
at that time. 
those app 
So, ear 
a matter of fact, and 
manager, Son, I was 
Novembe , I took on several vets, as 
n, ng with the district 
that I should see the ng 
in mid-February on these there was out a half a dozen at 
that point in ch I d not receive. In fact, the 
extra load was in the area of $350,000 of which I had to carry 






pay1ng 1n excess of $600,000 at th point in time. 
To break it down house-wise, I was p 
of $1,000 per unit, per month on several houses. 
in excess 
I met in 
March with Assemblyman Don rs, Senator Walter Stiern, 
Secretary of Consumer Aff rs, Alice Lytle, and the Governor's 
Representative was Jim Neff. I guess the best word that I 
7 can use, that I was absolutely appalled at that meeting. 
8 
9 
Senator Stiern, Don Rogers, I have to commend. 
They definitely got ght in there, they wanted to know why 
10 the problems existed, and we got a lot of what I call, just a 
11 bunch of talk from !-'ls. Lytle, and this was regarding the area 
12 -- she was pointing her f r in every other direction but 
t3 the Veterans Administration. First it was the Treasurer's 
problem because he dn't sell time Then it was the 
);) economic proble~s because of the economy. Then there's 
16 something going on in Wa , a bill that would have 
17 some affect on who they could d, and when they could fund. 
w But the problem that -- I think, that really 
19 appalled me v1as the fact that I came forward pretty heavy and 
w pretty hard, and pretty loud, and it was very obvious that 
21 all they wanted was to get me off their back, and by statement 
on behalf of Ms. Alice Lytle, she s d, I realize they had 
~:) just completed negotiations on $200 million worth of bonds. 
kind of sounds in there, 11 t s take care of Cole Proctor. 
I real -- I' 11 tell you what, this is my first 
27 experience with Sacramento, and I'm going to tell you, it's 
28 a hell of an experience for me. I'm learning a lot. But qui 
frankly I 11 tell you what, there a lot of people out 
2 here. As a b lder I'm s ng a peop hurt. 'm 
3 ta about veterans, not a big lder 







ll So, you go ahead, and you take on s ligation 1 
12 and f al respon 1 and about ou down a 
13 tube. I t that's very unfortunate. 's my art of 
H it, and it's more unfortunate for some of vets, and the 
5 problems that I th t had, 0 de with. 
!6 CHAI rur;AN DILLS: Senator s? 
17 SEHATOR rAARKS: One s 11 confusing is, 
l!l and I this is re l , to tal, ofar as mee 
19 COI:'mi tmen ts , and I \v d t ttee to see 
~0 what the co~mitments were. I feel very all of 
Zl t people have tes d, and I want to what the 
22 comrni tment was. d the in fact, re ive a tment, or 
'"' ~J t ve a statement s ng that s is subject to 
24 avai le funds. 
')E -" 
26 SENATOR r'lAEKS: You're a g to produce --
27 Senator lsen will produce here, information from the 
,~, 


















Because I think that is very important, whether they did or 
did not receive commitments. They may have received promises 
which should have been but they, in fact, receive 
cowEitments, which is a difference, a legal difference. 




with a lot of people here, off the street, that aren't lawyers~ 
I 
and the legal comrr.i tment, as for myself, again, I brought only I 
I 
I 
numbers to your attention to show that I feel, that as a 
bus~nessman, I'm hanging on. 
SENATOR t1ARKS: I'm not defending the department, 
I'm just trying to find out, if we're going to act upon a 
I 
I 
resolution at this t , I'd like to know what the people here~ 
I 
i 
d, received. Did they receive a P-15 form, who have tes 
I 
I 
which all the members have this, which says, subject to 
available funds, and says whether there are no Cal-Vet loans 
I 
i 
i are avai d receive that? Did they receive a le. 
i 
speci c c tmen t? vJhat d they ge·t? 
I1E. PROCTOR: I can't answer that for the vets. I 
am here as a developer and a builder of homes. I deal with 
vets. Now, as far as ir sp c pack ages, I am very a\vare 
21 of those forms that you're talking about, and every one in 





I'm aware of the forms. 
ion, when turn 
to Sacramento, and ask to speak to the man, you know, and you 
want someone who can ve you -- in an authority position, and 
ask thev, can you in fact produce, and can you in fact fund 
these loans if I should take these veterans on, where are we 





























to turn, if we cannot turn to Sacramento, and to the managemen 
of this program? 
SENATOR HARKS: v'lell, you should be able to turn to 
the management of the program, but I also think that you 
should -- what's difficult is, I don't know what people 
received. I think that has something to do with it. Did theyl 
get an assurance, which -- that they would get the loan? Did I 
they get a statement that we'll give you the loan if there's I 
money available? \\That did they get?. 
r:lR. PROCTOR: Senator Narks, you're going to hear, 
in following testimony, that will answer those questions very 
well for you. 
SENATOR Ml\EKS: I think that will be helpful to 
this committee. 
ME. PPOCTOE: They definitely wi 11. What I do know, 
ln fact, that they have rece d, as I d, and that is 
verbal commitment. vJhen they walk through that door, as a 
borrower, as a veteran, to ut ze their loan, and they walk 
up and say, hey, look, I'm going to purchase th home, I'm 
going to be in X, Y, Z situation, and the man says, hey, no 
problem, we've got plenty of money. 
To these people, again, they're not lawyers, they--~ 
SENATOR l'1.ARKS: I'm not showing any lack of sympathy I 
for the peop here, I symp ze with them very greatly. I 
just want to know what they got. 
MR. PP.OCTOR: Okay. Well, I'm sure, again, they'll 
clear that up. I'm sure that Senator Nielsen can handle that. I 
As for my part in this, I feel, again, I'm directly kind of 
I 
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ln between the entire program, and these borrowers that have 
2 been hurt, as we 1 as ryself financial fact, substan-
3 t lly hurt. , I guess as a matter of fact, before 
I ever got out of Sacramento w that r.1ee with the 
5 Sen a tor, and Ass erl'b , and m Neff and ce Lytle, I 
6 qot a call from a Ju Camacho, which further appalled me, 
7 as a matter of fact. 
s He had a -- it was obvious to me that he had a 
9 dossier on the exact position of all. my particular loans, and 
]() he made the comment -- I s d he said he knew that I had a 
ll problem, and that he was ng to take care of my problem. I 
12 said, wel , now, wait a , I'm just one of many people, 
l:l and I have with me, several packaqes, as a matter of fact, 
14 that I have taken es to Senator Stiern and Assemblyman 








He says, , I don' t care their problems. 
I'm in teres ted t ng care of your problem, we're going to 
take care of you. te frank , I hung up on the man at that 
p ln time, because it was obvious that it vJas going to 
be another whitewash g going th , and all they wanted to 
do was get soneb off th r back. 
At that po l P1e, I called e Wallace in 
New York, and about t s awe time, c got a hold of me, 
situation with Mike Wallace, because I'll tell you what, I 
s 11 believe in the government, United States, and I'd 
sure as hell like to see this thing work, and that's why I 







I think we need some desperate changes up there. 
There's all kinds of information that 11 cate that the 
-- that this program is in sman really 
should not be making statements that there are, in fact, 
5 dollars, when actually they were betting on the come, and they 
6 got themselves in a bind. 
7 We have information to supply to you, Senators, in 
s this regard. As a matter of fact, it will show that they had 
9 a trew£ndous increase in volume, months and months prior to 
10 the fun ng of these loans, and they should make preparation 





and be on the come. They got there. 
So, I guess that when I read the -- I left here on 
the 25th of r after ng with these people, and I was 
delighted to read th SR-35, and I put my th back into 





and I'd e to see sone changes. It's going to-- I'd like 
r, I'm a vet, by the way, and I have to know, as a 
li zed my ca t, and I would to see -- it's a very 
worthwhile program. 
I would l to see it ei er on in a very 





works, and get those tments either in writ , or 
whatever the program should be set up for, or ban it, or 
whatever you've 
not just on a fence. 
the subject. 
to do. But we should know where we sit, 
I guess that's about all I've got on 
CHAI RHAN DILLS: Do you know who Julian Camacho is? 
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r.IR. PROCTOR: He ssed lf as yeah, he 
2 said someth ke he was aide to ce le, deputy 
3 secretary, or someth I t ice le, I believe he said. 
CHAIRt1AN DILLS: And would you repeat again, as 
5 best you can recall, what he stated to you? 
6 MR. PROCTOR: Well, when he called, he told me that 
7 he knew that I had some problems that needed t ng care of. 
8 I said, that's correct, I am one many people, I am sure, 
9 that need their probler:',s taken care of. He said yes, but 
lO we're going to take care of your p lerns. I s d, well, okay 
!L that's fine. So, he started discuss w me, and he gave 
l2 me a rundown as to who all my vets were, and it v1as very obvious 
13 to we, that he had a port o, r some type of a file right 
i front of him, and he s d, we're g to see that yours 
IS are taken care of. 
Jli I s d, well now , w a a this time I 
17 had contacted many people across the State of California. I 
have t ed presidents of boards of realtors, in 
p ably almost half e in State of Ca fornia, 
to big lders. I aid, I'm not the only one with 
2! this problem, I'm sure we've all these problems. 
'}') CHl\I Rf1AN DILLS: Thank you. 
HR. P ROCTOE: At any rate, he said, I don't care 
:25 Proctor 1 s problems. 
CHi\IID1AH DILLS: quest or comments from 
members of the committee? Thank you, Proctor. 
SEUATOR N ELS Hr. a man, in introducing the 
\/iDEO, 
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next fev1 tnesses, I ght a comment that somewhat ts 
2 to Senator Ma s, and I will s t to he ttee. It 
3 is gerf'l.ane also to t next s that to be 
4 d. This is kind of a letter that cert n of 
5 veterans got. 
6 The last sentence in one f s 
7 "That if loan funds are in short supp ' a 
8 will be issued for II The next tnesses are ure 
9 staff members of the ment, in ld 0 ces, and I 
!0 think one of the content s is that they were instructed not 
tl to let anybody know about the cul s that were occurring 
12 w the funds, and that those veterans were ven assurances 
13 that everything would be okay, go ahead. 
14 I think that this is one of our problems. It's 
J:i a matter f s and tnesses come up, I 
J6 think can she some d to cate cally 
17 state, thew tnesses are here at my request. ~ve d not l 
• j[l that it was necessary to s a at this po in 
19 t , but I am very concerned w th the future of these 
:'0 individuals, that not occur to them pursuant to 
21 their testifying here. 
22 SENATOR MARKS: ask Senator elsen a question 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: Senator Harks? 
24 SENATOR MARKS: is that that you're 
refe ng to, that says that -- q ng that. 
SENATOR NIELS EN t's a the artment of 
27 Veterans Af rs. 
28 SENATOR HARKS: Is there a number of that form? 
44 
SENATOR NIELSEN: Yes, we're going to get them for 
2 you s ho rt 1 y , Senator. 
SENATOE HARKS: Those are the ones we have? 
SENATOR NIELSEN: No, they are not. You'll have it 
5 here in just a few minutes. 
6 
7 
SENATOR Hl\RKS: Thank you. 
SENATOR NIELSEN: Could the next witnesses please 
s come up. 
9 CHAIRNAN DILLS: I would state in the inception, 
10 these witnesses are here voluntarily, they're not here by 
11 subpoena. The Ch r dn't feel that it was necessary to 
12 subpoena then because the Chair doesn't feel that any subse-
13 quent on w be taken ag nst them in connection with 
H their employment. But should there be such an endeavor, or 
15 an attempt to do so, s r would to tell you that 
!6 we want you to com.rnunicate s activity to us immediately, 









We will not tolerate any imidation. We will not 
tolerate any one of your superiors endeavoring to put you in 
Siberia, or whatever, because you are voluntarily telling the 
situation as it exists, insofar as know it, and your 
experiences in this connection. vJi th that in mind --
S EtJATOR NIELSEN: Hr. Chairman, I would like to 
n~ ..... ~,~ .. ~J~~~~~·····=~~ ....... ~~~~~.~~.~~~·~ .. :~~ .. =~~~.~a~~l~f.~o~~f -~t~h.~e~ ..... ~c~o~mm~:~-~i .. t~~t:~e~.e~~' ....... ~a~n·~~d •............... t 
the members can, of course aG.dress it themselves. These 
witnesses, I think, would be more comfortable with simply 
addressing the ques on of information. What were they told 
in terms of inforwing the veterans about the availability, or 
'/IDEO i AUDIO RECORDING SEHJICES INC 
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lack of availability of these loan funds. 
2 CHAIRHAN DILLS: The ttee mewbers will have 
3 that in mind. Thank you. 1 first witness. 
4 !11R. OSBOUHNE: ing to fore, my name is Jack 
5 Osbourne, I'm the Associate Property Agent of the Santa Rosa 
6 District Office, and my name has come up twice, or three times 
7 this morning. 
8 Let me preface this stating that the staff, of 
9 which I am the only journeyman app ser at the table here, 
10 
I ll 
The staff, in the the rest are district office man 
last two years, has seen that the volume is exceeding our 
I 
12 capability. We started t in July of 1979, that we 
13 couldn't see how vve could be process ;; 2,000 cases a month 
lc~ in applications, because we see, that's $100 million a 
IS month, that's $1.2 b lion a yea and we didn't have the 
]6 money. So, we started ta among ourselves, and saying, 
17 what's going to happen. 
l3 We couldn't see how we could get that kind of money, 
!9 and we didn't see how we fund it, and we started asking 
:20 about what had happened in 195 , had to go to priority 
21 fundinq, and thought we should be doing that. 
22 In the district manage s meet , which I did not 
23 attend, but vrhich was re d to me by my manager, Mr. Keppel, 
:24 that this information was b to r attention, and 
25 they seemed to think there was no problem, that we had an 
26 unlimited source of funds. That we wouldn't run into problems 
27 CHAI Rl''il\N DILLS: \vho is they? 
'- 28 MR. OSBOUHNE: That's the Sacramento headquarters 
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rs, Nr. Backstrom, Hr. Smith, 
2 
ce, and t he uarte rs staff 
3 
felt there was no problem 
CHAIRill\N DILLS: Thank 
5 f-1R. OSBOURNE: I person.:d didn't think so. I 
6 didn't think we had e money, and I started hedging a 
7 bit, substantial , and telling pe le well, I don't think 
8 we've en money. \'Jell, it eventual turns out, of 
9 course, in Dece~ber, we were ed that there was no money, 
10 that '(.-Je would star,_ preference fun as of December lOth, 
ll preference accepting of app cations. 
12 vJe 11, at that t looke at our monthly report, 
13 and found we had 10,900 and some i process. At $50,000 
each, that's $500 1 on, and on $350 million 
15 avail le, if we could se 1 al o, at that time, 
16 I started te li the peop t luding Mr. Ius, 
17 this morning, I dn't t going to have money 
19 Now, t event si on --
:!0 
21 CHAI Rrll\N DILLS: 
SENATOR MARKS: ci you 
tell people you s d you starte a bit anc. you 
you did both those ngs? 
26 MR. OSBOUP~E: I started h n subst ally, 1n 
27 talking to people, November, 0 r or November. 
28 SENATOR HARKS: Of what 
47 
HR. OSBOURJ:JE: Of 1979. 
SENATOF. l\1ARKS: You 79 there 
3 was not money? 
4 f.1R. OSBOURl'JE I started ng to 
5 I'm a journeyman, and not a manager. So my convers 
6 with the people who talked to I say , I don' t th 
7 we're going to have e money at the end of that time. 
B SENATOR !'1AFKS: In 19 79 
9 MR. OSBOUHNE: 19 Then·in December it became 
10 even more obvious that we 't have money, and I started 
11 telling people, hey, we don't have moDey for you. If you're 
12 a ty four, a veteran, I don't we re to have 
13 money for you for two or three years, if all the bad 
l-1 things d. I all the , we might have 
l5 money 1n r October. dn' t know what our 
16 funding s ua on was , and v.1e 't what --
l7 whether \ve d sell our 't now a of these 
18 things. 
19 So, when people w talk to me, I would tell them 
:.!0 th Eventual we received ins ons that we were 
i)l 
~! the h uarters ne we were ng to 
~2 have money, and that we sho dn people th So 1 I 
2'' ,) eventually wound up telling them, well, now, the official 
21 line is that ,,,e• re go to have p of niDney for yo . 
:;s personal op on is that we aren t and you should prepare 
26 for that thing. 
')'"' .. , CHl"IP11AN DILLS: Is that spelled 1-i-n-e or 
·~ 
28 1-y-i-n-q? 
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(Laughter) 
2 l'1R. OSBOUPNE: Well, the o cial 1-i-n-e. 
3 CHAIRNAN DILLS: Okay, thank you. 
SENATOR NIELS EN: Mr. Ch rman, may I interject a 
5 question at that point? 
6 
7 
CIIAIPJfl_A.N DILLS: Yes, if he completed his statement. 
MR. OSBOURNE: \\fell, yeah, I have just a couple of 
more things. It eventually turned out tha~ basically 
correct, that \ve don't have sufficient money. If we go on 
w to the priority funding, according to the la_w, which says, 
ll priority one veterans have preference on all of our benefits, 
12 priority three have preference, I don't see how we can fund 
13 any four's, and that's basically my position on it. 
11 CHAI PJvll\N DILLS: Senator Nielsen. 
JS SENATOR NIELSEN: Are you aware if any of your 
16 personnel were ever reprimanded h ng told veterans 
17 that there was a problem? 
lB HR. OSBOURNE: \vell, yes. In our various conversa-
l'J tions back and forth, we had received information that the 
:o managers hac..[ been told that they were not to advise the 
21 people that we had money, because we had money. But that's 
hearsay on my part. Thank you. 
CHAI RJ11AN DILLS: A.ny questions of this witness? 
~fiR. VARNUM: My name is Gordon Varnum, I'm the 
26 District rlanager of Redding, and I would like to add a little 
27 bit to flr. Osbourne's testimony, and the fact that we received 
28 verbally, by telephone, on the Decel!'.ber 7th date, that we were 
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to stop all app ons at that particular nt, and se 
2 anybody that submitted an appli from then on, that there 
3 would be a sho o funds and that there be 
4 processing o the ones that had fileC. p or to the December 
5 1979 date, they would be sub to when funds became availab 
6 but we vmuld have to n to se the people that we could 

















had t\lO fts in Sacramento, 
escrow sect , to fund people that were in process 
because he vol uine was so tremendous <;io into the escrow 
section from the various s ct of ces. That we, at that 
po , had received s app cat to use all of the 
autho zed bond es, the revenue bonds that were 
supposedly lable for sale. 
So, I had, p or to s rea zed we could 
not nue and I been s ng people to do that and 
my rea ~anager informed me no r 
that nd of nfo on out. Later on, processing t 
we were verbally, aga ed that there was no problem, 
we would be able to ng, and nued 
through -- on February , we re ce i ve d a te call, 
and said we cannot even fund those that are now current in 
our escrow Sacramen·to. 
We h escrows, 400 and so~e odd escrow ins ons 
issued to t i dual escrow s th ut the 
entire st.ate. 900 and some odd cases laying in our 
escrow that vJere rea for escrow ins ruct to be issued, 
and they had to sit there, ting on ng. It was very, 
ViDEO i INC 
very difficult on our part, to get any information out of 
Sacramento, because it was a limbo st te. They didn't know 
3 where t were, didn't know wha were doing, and 
as much as we wanted the info , we could not pass out 
5 inforrnat to the indi dual veterans in telling them where 
6 they were. We could not tell them when we could fund them. 
7 Mr. Denton was one of the individuals that tes fied 
B ear er to , whose pa was cal in Sacramento, 
re to fund, and we could not do that. Consequently, he 
w was forced to sell, due to his economics. 









seems to operate p l verbal messages, rather than 
by the forma of issuing memos for direction purposes, and 
so forth, and this is one of the bi de cien s that we have 
had in comrnunicat between the h uarters of ce and the 
loca distr t o ces. Our come in -- well, 
w 're going to do now, and we ' re to that now, 
and sometime in the ure we t get a memo, maybe 5, 10, 
or 15 percent of the t we would get a memo to cover that 
pa cular subject, and then i would inadequate to fulfill 
the ob ion of what its intent was. 
F/e would to call back and see what meant 
by a ce rta. pa and so forth. That's p much the 
deal of time. 
CHJ\IRJ1f\1J DILLS Any quest ? Senator Greene? 
SENATOR GREENE: Si:r, when you say a great deal of 




























as early as 1977. 
I would say that ab started 
SENATOR GHEENE Okay s lem gan to 
arise. 
CHAIID1AN DILLS: Thank you. Next s please. 
HR. PRESTON: name is Bob Preston, and I started 
to work for the departnent in October of 1946. Of course, 
s that t , we've seen a number of fferent administra-
tions, fferent philos 
time to time, been on 
seen as much mass con 
few months. 
Looking at the 
to that ' s 
es, and we've run out of money from 
priori system, but never have I 
on as we ve had during this t 
peoole in the he uarters staff1 I 
due to i ce. We have 
sion r, and four s sors. one of those 
has ever s 0 ce; on one of them 
has ever made an al; and the rest of really don't 
know what to do in t re n to the dis ct 
As I say, I headquarters, I'm at the st 
manager's level, but I don't have 
has been dis agreement among the sup 
st ct. I know that 
ors as to what should 
told to the managers, as . Varnum inted out most 
of t r instruct were by one, rather than tten 
communications. fferent ones s d 
aware that veterans ca i , 
hold of, as to what nd f an answer 
f things. 
on who 
CHAI ID1AN DILLS: 
questions? 'l'h ank you. 
Th you, Mr. Preston. Any 




l'1R. RICH: I am Pat Rich, the District I>lanager in 
2 San Diego, and I have heard many of the horror stories that 
you have heard from fferent veterans in here today. You 
are only hea ng a s~all group of them. Our big problem, I 
s feel, is the veterans before December 7th that were not told 
6 that funds would be short supply, or maybe not even funded, 
7 were not really having the trouble with those that were told 
s up front that there's no money, and those are the cases that 
<J were accepted after December 7th. 
10 Just to give you a little.bit of what happened ln 
11 San Diego, apparently the de sion was made, when we ran out 
!2 of money complete , on February the llth, the 12th was a 
\3 holiday, or the 13th, I don't know which day. All the 
11 remainder of that week, I was s ng up purchase recommenda-
15 tions to Sacramento, and on day, I get a memo that they're 
16 no longer funding as of the llth, and they sent me back all I 
I 17 
18 on TV, Cal-Vet is broke, they'r~ 
my purchase recommendat 







not fundi nc;. It is the communicat line. We're not gettin~ 
I 
I 
it, we ' re not ina it out to the vets up front. We have 
to do that. They'd accept it, if we'd tell them what the 
s i tuat is, t can live w 
1.1 
it, they can build around it. 
1 
! 
The problem is there's been a lot of information out, that 
don't know what the correct information is. 
I just ll support what the other managers are 
saying. 
CHAIR11AN DILLS: stions? Thank you. 




1, I'm the Manager! 
Next witness please? 
n arne is Jack t1R. KEPPEL: 
3 of the Santa Rosa Di ct Of ce. Jack Osbourne is journeyma 
4 appraiser in that office. What he s d is basically correct. 
5 
6 
I would like to add, however, that there is no big magic about I 
this cash projection. If you can balance your checkbook, you 
7 can figure that out. 
8 I 'm a 1 itt le 1 tated because, as have all the 
9 other P.l.anagers, we fisured out that we were out of money. In 

















that I t would be no problem on the money, if certain j 
ned. \rJe 11 dealing w 
sort of an iffy proposition. 
the 'freasurer' s Office is II, 
He can't schedule the sales 
exactly when you want them. The market for revenue bond~ 
I 
I 
had not been developed. 
ng, well1 they would 1 But I to t 
it off. So, I would te 11 anybody who applied before the lOth 
of December, no problem; turned out there were serious 
prob lack of fun ng. 
SENATOR t'Jl' .. RKS: Mr • airman? 
CHi\I RJ'1AN DILLS Senator f/iarks. 
SENA'rOP. MARKS: Now that these leman -- are the 
people who testified, are they p all of whom applied 
before December, the cutoff pe 
I'IR. KEPPEL: I be eve there was one that app ed 
after, one that appl ed , as near as I could tell. 
SENATOR MARKS: But all the people who ap~lied 
b that date, u at least, no fied them, that there 
'J1DEO 1 AUD!(I f1E00'1DING SERVICES INC 
w p m 0 , ilS e people. 
2 MR. KEPPEL: As Mr. ch s d those who app ed 
3 after the lOth of December were told will be if and when 
4 we get the money. 
5 Is that the situ on with all the 
6 people at the stand here, insofar as lications that were 
7 made before Decerrber, 1979? Did each of you tell whoever 
a talked to you that there was no problem wi t:.h funding? 
9 HR. KEPPEL: I would hedge a little --
10 SENATOR HARKS: Or d any of you tell any of the 
u people who liec1. be fore December of 19 79, that there was a 
1~ problem? Do any of you care to answer that? 
13 MR. KEPPEL: I would a little, and say that 
Sacramento s d there is -F , Lunas available 
SENATOF rmRKS: I'm not ing what Sacramento did, 
!6 'm ng what you d because I presume that they dealt 
17 you. 
MR. KEPPEL Yes. I would tell them that Sacramento 
t9 says there is I"'Oney av lable. 
:w SENATOR MARKS: Is tha the same situation with each 




f'.1R. KEPPEL: Th is correct. 
HR. VAP~·JUf1: is correct. 
SENA'I'OR MARKS P~d -- that is correct. And none 
of you told any of the people who appli before December 1979 
regardless of how you personally felt, as to availability of 
funds, none of you told any of the people that there was a 
'J!DfG INC 
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problem with f g, who had app be December 19 79? 
2 r~R. RICH: I 11 address question, Iv'lr ~1arks, 
3 that we don't a to every li ant. 
ENATOR MARKS I a ze that but e to whom 
5 you did. 
6 , MR. RICH: Those whom we did talk to, real estate 
7 b ers, and peopl that we had a to cuss 
we told them that we dn' ee vlere ng to make 
• 9 it, because back in it was the latter part of I 
lO September, we could see as as 550 llion loans in the 
ll pipeline, p only $300 Ilion to cover it. 
12 S £t'>j ATOR r!iARKS : I d answer a ttle bit 
13 confusing. I gathered from the other lemen that --
MR. RICH: We had no o al 
J5 SENATOR HARKS we saying-- that's why 
J6 I'm as g s question, were say ng, insofar as the 
17 p to hom t t ed, people who ed before 
18 December, before s cutoff pe od, were s 
19 to these p that ere no lem fun ng. Even 
::o if they may have t in ir ds there was a problem, 
• 21 you're s ng the situat i ferent your case? 
RICH: That was the o 1 answer In fact, 
23 in Nove r 
SENATOR HARKS: \17hat answer? 
25 HR. RICH: answer, to tl1e duals I t d to 
26 is, I am worried. I' ed aL the funding, we 11 put 




SENATOR 11P_P.KS: v'Jell, Mr. Chairman, the difficulty 
2 with the answers, I mean is he by himself, or do the others 
3 sagree with what he says? 
HR. KEPPEL: I would hedge my answer. 
5 SENATOR BARKS: You hedged? 
6 HR. KEPPEL: I would hedge, yes. 
7 SENATOR HARKS: You didn 1 t specifically say there 
s was no problem? 
9 MR. KEPPEL: No. If I was asked, will there be 
10 money for me, I would say, I hope so, but I'm not sure. 
ll CHAI Rl-1AN DILLS : Sacramento says there is money. 
12 HR. KEPPEL: Sacramento said there is money, that's 
13 correct. 
It SENATOR ALQUIST: Well, let's clarify that a little 
15 further. ~-
16 SENATOR r1AP.KS: I'm not sure it's clarified, but 
!7 I don't want to pursue any further. 
l3 CHAI Pl~AN DILLS: We 11, perhaps Senator Alquist --
!9 SENATOR ALQUIST: Yes. vJere you instructed directly 
:_~o by your superiors in Sacramento to say that there was money 
21 available for these loans? 
MR. KEPPEL: Yes. That is correct. 
:n SENJ\TOR ALQUIST: You were. And who was your 
25 MR. KEPPEL: ne was a Mr. George Lawrence. I 
would ask him how the fun ng was, and he would say well, he 
27 wasn't sure himself at all, he would say well, the line is 
23 that there are funds available. Then I'd fight with him a 
I 
\/iDEO; AUD!0 Rf.::CORDI!'~G SEPVtCE~, li'-JC 
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little bit about it, and drop it at that. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: That was the of cial order from 
the director? 
MR. KEPPEL: That was from-- I don't know. That 
5 was from my superior. 
6 S EHATOR HA_RKS: Just one more, if I may. 
7 CHl~IF1'1AN DILLS: Are you finished, Senator Alquist? 
8 SENATOR ALQUIST: Yes. 
9 CHAIRI''ll\N DILLS: Senator Marks. 
10 SENATOR MARKS: When did the P-15 form show up, 
ll which said, no Cal-Vet loan funds are available for this 
12 application. When were bhose -- I presume those were sent 
13 out by your office, correct? 
l t MR. VAPNUM: By the local offices, it started very 
15 short 
16 S EIJ ATOE t1APKS: was the date those were sent 
17 out? 
18 M.R. VAP.NUJ\1: 'rhey started in: February. 
19 SENATOR HARKS: February. None of those forms were 
:!0 sent out before February? 
21 NR. VARL'JUM: That's correct. 
~2 SENATOR t'lARKS: Do you all agree with that? 
')'} 
'"" (All nod affirmatively.) 
::. CHAI RiviAN' DILLS: That's February 
qC 
~·) HR. VARNUH: 19 80. I would like to add a little 
26 bit further here that those app cants that had an application 
27 on file prior to the December 7th date, vJere not informed that 
"-..../ 28 they would be subject to the priori classifications of 
V'DEO /lUDiU RECORDiNG SERVICES. INC 
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fun diner, ac g to the Veterans tary Code. I, in fact, 
2 in rcy off , issued tter n narch dated tJ!arch 6th, that 
3 nformed those veterans that vlcre in proce s d not have 
4 a file in Sacramento yet, but whose app cation was dated 
s p or to December 7th, and I included the information that 
6 there was four classifications of priority by which they would 
7 be handled. 
8 re onal man r heard about s through the 
? grapevine, or through a veteran, or somehow, and I sent him a 
!0 copy his request, and I was reprimanded for having issued 
ll that letter. But I was in defense at that particular moment, 
!2 because the litary and Veterans Code speci cally states 
13 that we shall process by a cert funding pattern, and this 
is what I issued to my ve te ran s . found out later that my 
I) of ce was he on one that did inform the veterans in that 
16 particular category and that di come about that we had to 
17 do exact t vJe must by the statute which provides 
for fUI10 on a preference system. 
19 CHAI ~11'>1-J DILLS: You l cated that you were 
rep manded. In what manner was 
2l I'1R. VAPNUM: That was st ct ve r b a l , s i r . 
CH AI PJv'tAl'J DILLS : A.'1d who was t rep mander? 
r~R. VAR!\!Ui'l: That was my re anal manager. 
His uote to me was that we are not 
to rec ze a preference system for those applicants 
27 who filed prior to December 7th. 
28 
And what is his name? 
MR. s s lard I couldn 
think of it for a moment. or 1 , we refer 
to h as Bill S 
CH.AI ffi1AN s 
5 HR. VAPNUM I s l, ll, I sorry, but I 
6 must inform my veterans that the and Veterans 
7 does not re ze a prefere be fore De r 7th, r 
8 Dece~ber 7th, I have to se my vets that t is the way 
• that the book reads. It was later ld that that was the 
10 way we were going to fund. He had formed me that the 
tl director had sp fical told him we were not going to 
12 recognize the preference s on those app filed 
13 p or to Decerrber 
11 CHAIRM.AN DILLS vvhat the s cance of that? 
Some of us are not as with th , don't ve it, 
wh s the s of that were not 
to re ze those? Just re se at does do 
18 to those appli at ? 
19 HR. VARNUM: Th s can it is that there's 
a prefere nee four category, are thos veterans that were 
• 21 Korean and vJorld \AJar I other of the etnam 
era, were the las ·t i fun g and were 
2'' ,) not inforrred of that made r cations. They 
')' 
~· were not informed of any reference tern be 
25 the app n. 
26 Now, those a Dece 7th were se of that 
'}~ 
Ll classification of p 
'-.._... 28 CHAIRMAN DILLS: you. All , any other 
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witness? 
2 HR. DAL PORTO: I'm Bernard Dal Porto, District 
3 Manager, Santa Clara Dis ct Office. I can only add that 
4 we have heard many of these veterans, as you have heard today, 
5 due to the fact that we were informinq them that any applica-
6 tions filed p or to the lOth of December would be funded, and 
7 we are still awaiting funding, which I understand, with the 
s bond sale that will occur, if it goes off, next month, will 
9 take care of these people. 
10 However, we have had our P.- 87T' s, which is our 
11 purchase recowmendation, sitting in the office for approxi-
12 mate ly three months now, s February. This is about the 
13 on thing that I can add, is that they were, through our 
ll district of ces, led down the path as far as funding is 
l:> concerned. He are finding a lot o the veterans who assumed 
16 that they would be funded, t t have lost r p rope rtie s 
17 beca.use they're dropping out now due to the total lapse of 
JR time. 
CHAI PJ!Jli.N DILLS: This ttee passed the constitu-
:.:o tional amendment that's on the ballot, and hopefully will be 
21 passed. Should that ~oney become available within a reason-
able time after the June election, what, if anything, what 
affect would it have on those applications that have been 
v'hll those persons have to do as one of the gentlewen here 
26 stated he had to do, will they have to proceed with a new 
27 
a~Jplication, and go all the v1ay through that, ano the termite, 
28 





























HR. KEPPEL: t does seem at s time, 
if we get the say bon s as we have the 
sales sched then funds that should be 
September, s ng ike that. ere should be no problem 
on that, s far as s ng a whole new loan ackage. 
~,1R. DAL PORTO: No, can be updated in the 
st ct o ce at the time of the applicat to purchase, 
w ch is our f al purch recomrnen 
CHAIRHAN LLS: Do you antic ate that there will 
b any clinat on bhe part of e uarters staff of 
Sacramento to say we start all over 
!viR. KEPPEL: c answ that. 
CHAIRMAN DILLS: wasn't a r question. So 1 
at this 1 we 
to answer. Al 
SEJATOR 
just put it 
The 
CHAIPJI'li"'~ DILLS: Senat 
SENATOR IST: I I 




ask the manager from 
Santa ara, are you o any cases of veterans who though 
that th r an had been approved to uch an extent that they 
were assured of the purchase, who had then sold the house that 
t had -- were i I hen t lves, after 
their was sapproved for lack of ds, found themselves 
in a rather sperate uat \vi no at ? 
MR. Dl\L PORTO: Yes sir. Senato st, we had 
at least two in our ct, and sure you are liar 
with them, that sold thei house, were purchasing a new house, 
they could not qualify for any other of loan, except the 
" .. 
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Cal-Vet loan, and they lost their deposit, they sold their 
prior home, and they were out in this street. This did 
3 actually occur, and more than once. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Do you feel that the department 
5 has incurred any legal liabilities through its lure to 
6 carry through what, in effect, was a promise to these veterans 
7 rm. Dl\L POP.TO: That, sir, I woulc~ not know. I'm 
8 not an attorney, but it did hurt them, ce ainly. 
9 SEl1ATOR ALQUIST: So that so far, no one in such a 
10 rcumstance has threatened any legal action? 
ll r'm. DAL POPTO: Not to my knowledge, no, sir. 
[2 SENATOR ALQUIST: That's all, Mr. Chairman. 
13 CHAIPJ.iAN DILLS: Thank you. The next witness please 
HR. JOHNS ON: Nr. Ch rman, Senators, my name is 
J:J Jack Johnson. Up until March of 19 78, I was the ~1anager of 
16 the Cal-Vet Loan Program. S ce that t , I have been 
l7 employed ln other pursuits. 
w I was asked to come here to discuss, based upon my 
19 18 years of experience, how the fund shortage occurred, 
without properly noti ng the veterans, and other concerned 
21 public, and causing veterans, and others, to be financially 
disadvantaged by it. I must say that I'm unfamiliar with the 
23 operation of the Cal-Vet Loan Program over the last two years 
shortage occurred. 
26 I can say that funding has been a continuous problem 
'27 for the Cal-\let Loan Program, in sone degree, dating back to 
28 1956, when it first became apparent that veterans' general 






























ob gation bonds could not be sold in suf nt quantity to 
meet loan demand on a current basis. However, at all times 
during the interim, up until 1978 and there were a number of 
them, when the shortage of funds caused a suspension of Cal-
Vet loan funding, that veterans were -- and the interested 
public, were kept ful informed of the fact that when they 
walked in the front door to make app cation for a Cal-Vet 
loan, that there was either funds for their loan, or there 
was not funds for their loan, and never was a veteran left j 
hanging, so to speak. 
I think ~,1s. Lytle made re renee to some sophisticat d 
I 
reporting system that is p That may be very help 
However, I think Jack Keppel's that if you can balance 
your checkbook you can track of the funds that are 
lable for Cal-Vet is an accurate statement. It's 
a matter of identif g what t ial ng needs are 
at the time that loan app cat are taken in, and assuring 
that there is actually g to be sales of whatever kind 
of bonds are aut zed, whenever are needed. 
The Treasure 's Of ce t last couple of years 
has sold more general ob n bonds for the Cal-Vet Loan 
Program than ever be ln h I was our practice, 
prior to 1978, to coordinate w Treasurer's Office, and 
w the Department of ance, and p ect ahead, as lony as 
two years, and cert ly as long one year, what our funding 
needs were going to be, so that y could be coordinated with 
the bond sales for other purposes other state purposes. 
was only one occas that I can recall, when 
it was even necess to ral fund for the 
2 purpose of cove i , and at was not for loan 
3 fun ng, th r se of prope 
taxes that were g due and t act that there was a 
5 postponement of a ner obli ion boncl sale \vhen the 
6 ceiling on general ob on was percent. We 
7 borrowed -- had autho to borrow $12 mil on, we borrowed 
8 $4 million for about a week, and paid it out of flow. 
I can only speculate as to e funding shortage 
J() occurred without peop being prope ced on the reasons 
!1 -- on the fact that ey would not have money lable for 
12 their loans. I can on say it seems to me that with the 
13 information in hand, which and I ass that the reporting 
ll systems that were used two years ago, are sti in effect, 
J:; w be suf ent inform a gross e rrla te on 
16 funding needs, and d ce n lov7 ion with the 
17 Treasurer's Of ce, and the of ance, to determi 
lfl what the prospects were bond s to meet the fun ng 
neec1s. you. 
CHl''"I Rlv1£.J:J DILLS: Thcmk you l\lr. Johnson. 
:.n questions of f,~r. Johnson? you ge lemen. We appreci 
your tes ' it's n ful. 
I vJant to because o t necessi of 
:!l our e from this the 
ance ttee s fternoon, we are po g this day, 
our regular room has been taken over the Rules ttee, 
and we're not arguing w them be caus 're ng the 
joint. But I'm ng to have to change rtr. Farber, I'm going 
ave 
2 tives, and t tnesses, and rect into the testimony 
3 of the artmen of Veterans rs. If we 
opportuni , to come b to you if is t ng. 
5 ~lr. Chairman, I just wanted to int 
6 the leaders of the veterans zation. I'm not going to 
7 tes myself. 
8 CHAI RJ'mN DILLS : I see, not for the purposes of 
9 making a statement, s that correct?· 
!0 HR. FARBER: No. 
t·1R OH REL : Hr. rman, I do have a statemen·t 
!2 to at the prope 
13 J.1.4R. FARBER: This is eState Commander of VFW, 
Commander Ohrel, and the Arne can Legion has Jack Flynn, who 
15 is Past-~St ate r, and Nat Exe of 
16 Arr.e can Le on , is 0 rman of Veterans 
l7 Commit tee in can Legion. le I'm up here, I'd 
e to introduce the rector of Veterans Af rs, 
19 Stevens, he's the man who started it 1. 
20 CHAIRJ'.1AN ILLS Is that the reason we're in trouble 
• 2! ' 
r) 
CHAI F11fu~ DILLS He's the one that started it all. 
the purposes of the re rd, there will be no record 
25 
of that statement, at 1. All we proceed then, 
26 
rginia Hae s she here? Andt sses, if you'd 
27 







the witnesses who are about to speak that there•s one matter 
of great concern ch has come up time and time again, that 
4 the district offices, managers thereof, and otherwise, have 
s not been told that no money ''muld be available, but have, on 
6 the contrary, been told that money was here, and money is 
7 available, and we certain wish you would address yourself 
s to that, among other matters that you wish to present to us. 
9 r~S. DAYS: Thank you, f1r. Chairman. I 1 n: Virginia 
10 I·1ae Days, Director of the Department: of Veterans Affairs, and 
!t also present here today is !1r. Don Backstrom who is the 
12 Hanager of the Farm Home Division; Hr. Hoon who is the Fiscal 
13 Officer of the Department; Mr. Howell Jackson who is the Chief 
~~ Attorney of the Department; and Hr. Larry ~~Jagner, who is the 
15 p ect Manager for our Management Information System 
16 v1hich is ng deve d. Also assisti Mr. Wagner is Mr. 
17 l'1ike r>1CKininsey I who is the Iv:anager of l\1anagement Analyst Unit 
In the interest of ti~e, I will make a summary 
statement will to answer some of the,questions 
posed by Senator Nielsen, ln s letter to you, of May 7th, 
21 and briefly discuss the program as artment staff presents 
graphics which will detail it. At any po if committee 
merrbers have questions, we woulc~ be huppy to stop, and have 
25 I appre ate the opportunity to appear and adc.ress 
the concerns of the conLmi ttee with regard to the Cal-Vet Loan 
Program. Because the Governrr~ntal Organization Committee 
reviews the le slative and budget matters relating to the 































program, we believe it is rtant you to know 
have made, and the way that we have d with the substantial 
increase in demand. However, rst let :me b f you on what 
we've accorrplished in terms of loan funding the past five 
years, as compared with the p us ve years. 
In 1975-79 we made 43 357 for a total of $1.5 
billion, partly funded from bond sales of $1.3 billion. 
Whereas, in 1970-74, we made 29,092 loans for a total of $563 
mil on, partly funded by bond sales of $550 million. It is 
true that the current s on differs from any past 
experience of the department. Although the 1969 problems 
resulting from the st ct interest rate provisions the 
sale of G.O. bonds were s lar to what we face now, the 
interest rate fferent al between conventional interest 
and the Cal-Vet interest rates, was not as extreme as it 
today, and today is not as extreme as it was 




In tion, the unprecedented demand over the past 
year, due to statutory changes, and the la.ck of ding 
alternatives for veterans the p vate sector, did not 
exist in 1969. It was not a matter of srepresentat to 
veterans, but the fact that we, and the rest of the financial 
community had no reason to be eve r 79 ~ November 
of 19 79, Decerr.be r 19 79, or even d-January of 1980, that our 
G.O. bonds would not sell at seven ercent, that our revenue 
bond sale would be delayed by Oregon Veterans G.O. bond 
sale, and that we would not be able to draw up to a portion of 
'!IDEO/ INC 
2 authority. 
the e f the a and our own publication , 
some of which you're seeing now, we did t to keep the 
5 general public, slators, veterans organizations, and 
6 veteran s ce agen s, informe of the increased demand and 
7 funding problems. These pub ications also go to our various 
B offices, stricts, farm, and home, as as our other 
9 divisions in veterans aff rs. 
lfl We had no means of ating Wl the applicants 
ll whose loans vlere b ng processed exce to have district 
12 of ce staff s other work to sit down and te or call 
13 each one. Given the circumstances, that d not seem to be a 
i 1 good ;,.;;ay to go. 
There fore, n 19 8' had instructed, when we 
16 had fun ng leros p that our st ct of 
l7 be sure that forms app cants or veterans ans, we 
s sub ect to l unds. 
!9 CHAIRJ'IIAN D You s une 1978? 
t1S. DAYS: 978, that s correct, when we ran into 
2l a s imi 1 a r s it th p 1 , when we not sell 
bonds \vh the ng se ce w in at the state's 
ere t. 
25 SENNrOR l\1ARKS: t me address question 
26 that the Ch j ask Are saying that from Jtme u 
2"' ' of 19 78 on, all 1 0 at that made had on them appJ.l were 
:28 somewhere, stamped, sub ect t 1 of funds? 
69 
~~s. DAYS: That's correct, sir. 
2 SENi\TOR NARKS: E applicant received such a form? 
3 HS. DAYS: That's correct. i tial application 
4 had that stamped on it, and various of the other critical 
5 points in tine applications had that somewhere in the wording. 
6 SENATOR .MARKS: June 1978? 
7 ~lS. DAYS: June of 1978. Nmv, those instructions 
• 8 are still important. 
9 CHAiill~AN DILLS: The document that you're showing 
10 us has down in the corner, P-14, and it has a date of January 
Jj I 79 • 
12 MS. DAYS: That's correct, sir, and it's within the 
13 body of that letter that it ind ates let me go on. With 
regard to the particular i ued to veteran applicants 
15 as their loans reached ce processing stages, the P-14 
16 relating to the app of s tes, in construction cases, 
17 specifically states: 
lfl is constructed and 
19 completed within a twelve ) month from the date of 
:::o this approval on the approved site, a final appraisal will be 
21 scheduled. A final loan reco~mendat wi be made if 
22 adequate funds are available, your Cal-Vet loan will be 
23 processed and ftmded. If funds are in short supply, a 
21 commitment letter w be issued for funding." 
25 goes to all veterans who are app g for a construction loan. 
26 CHAiru1.AN DILLS: Do you have a copy of any form, or 
27 any letter, that has the une of 1978, and as you've 
28 indicated, you've sent that out? 





















little later in the p resen tat ion whe cate the communi-
cations that we have w he ct f s. 
CHAI PJ:-1AN DILLS: Also, first document that 
appears before me' in wh that e ress f subject to 
available funds, and no Cal-Vet loan f are available for 
this applicat n, is dated -- i ' 15, and dated January '80 
r-.1S. DAYS: Yes, s 
CHAI Rl\'IJIJ,J DILLS: l 
SENl\'l'OR BEVERLY s Mr. rman. 
CHl"'I RJvll\N DILLS : S ator Beve 
SENATOE BEVERLY: 
language you just read, I have 
me here dated November 29 79. 
t means. r the dwe 
done so vl n 2 
What's the urpose 
HS. DAYS: s, s 
l i ally, get a home 
a lot that' s un rove . 
construction. Based on 
as to the s i ze 
However, both because there 
larly ln this in flat 
increase substantial wi 
give the loan, we go out and 
actually constructed, and see 
s in connect with that 
w 
f the forms in front of 
not clear exactly what 
p 
d , and if it 1 s 
wi l be s duled. 
comes n, 
That is, they have 
the plans for the 
some l ca.tion 
w 
are sometimes 
value TILL ght 
, before we 
when it is 
s 1 really, that we 
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are dealing Hith. At that point in time, the appraisal is 
2 made. 
3 SENATOR BEVERLY: Do you feel you're obligated, 
4 before that point, to r:1ake some sort of a loan? Presumably, 
5 the veteran is relying on, let's call it a corrunitment. 
6 t!S. DAYS: Yes. Let me say, sir, we feel that Hith 
7 that letter, VJe are obligated to make a loan to the veteran, 
s but as to the timing of that loan, then that is another 
question. It depends upon whether or not funds are available, 
10 because we do depend on our funding _for bond sales. We cannot 
11 put money aside -- we would be accused of trying to make -- to 
12 generate income, if we took the money and set it aside and 
13 just nade interest on it for that full period of time. 
t> So, we loan the monies that He have to those veteran 
1:; that are ready to go, and then depend upon future bond sales 
Jt) which are projected to up with the ones that become ready 
l7 after that. And this is what we're telling the people in this 
lB P-14. 
l'i SEIJATOR BEVERLY: Have you ever gone out after the 
:co dwelling is constructed, and appraised it, and so forth, and 




HS. DAYS: Yes, sir. Those cases are -- let me say, 
the majority of those cases were prior to the legislative I 
change that took the maximum valuat off. tve found ourselv§~ 
having to deny many loans in the past, when the house was I 
constructed, and the valuat n went over the maximum value. 
Since that has been lifted, there are not very many occasions 
when we have had to do that. 
VIOE'O 1 AU[JICJ RFCOROINI; SU=l'/ICES INC 
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SENATOR BEVERLY: What other reasons would there be 
2 for declini to make the loan? 
3 MS. DAYS: Perhaps . Don Backstrom who is the 
Division Manager, could e lain that. Don? 
5 NR. BACKSTEOH: Senator Beverly, that's basically 
6 the only reason --
7 CHAIRHAN DILLS: V.Jould you please state your name 
s for the record. 
r.IR. BACKSTROH: Hy name is Don B strom, I'm 
10 Divi on Manager. That's basical the reason for those 
instructions on there. It ves us a chance not to put the 
12 money in a separate and hold it r a year, or a year 
13 and a half. So, the purpose f that is marily just so that 
ll we can go back reapp se i to sure that it's not 
l} an over- ue and that the 
ill S ENA'rOR there any other reason that 
you would de the loan? 
lB f'1R. B?.CKSTROM Not us no. 
l'J ~:TS . DAYS: If t re not al approved the 
loca 1 n ff , of course, it would not be approved. 
2l CHAI RIJIAN DILLS nato Nielsen? 
SENAT Ch , the ttee has 
before it a copy of thes particular letters, and it 
loan funds are tment letter will be 
issued r t I , also, a copy, and you 
do too, of the tment letter to t s leman. 
Now, tmen lette arri d almost three and 
73 
a half months after t s, and could you tell me that time 
2 lag? Is that customary? The one you have before you is to 
3 a P cular gentleman from , and is a copy similar 
4 to that, and then there s o one that says, tment to 
5 purchase property, and date on the commitment letter is 
6 three and a half months after the tial letter as of that. 
7 MS. DAYS: Senator, if I could interrupt for a 
8 moment. We're at a loss because we 't, --what you're 
9 talking about, be fore us. 
10 CHAIID-:k>..J DILLS: That gentleman has a couple of 
ll p s of paper there, I don't know if that's the one we're 
!2 
13 SENATOR BEVERLY: Hr 1 
B SENATOR NIELSEN: Yes. 
JS CHAI~~ili DILLS llard matter, all 
16 MR. BACKSTROM: Senator ie n, my name is 
17 Don Backstrom. I think in case, I think s 
lB was probab a un r constru , and when e e 
!9 was completed we issued the tment to e the pro-
::o perty. That's probab the reason you have a month 
21 delay. 
:!2 rst we go out and at t site, and we 
23 tell the person, if you build the home to the specs, 
z,, 
and you complete it w n 12 months, we'll come out and 
<)' 
~:> an sal. When the is comp ted, and horne site 


































the apprai::~.a:::ra:h:h::m:i::.c::p:::::· t:: ::~~:m::: :~e I 
I 
purchase letter. That's probably you see a three month I 
span >n that. I 
SENATOR NIELSEN: So they vary, the date would vary I 
between this letter, and this one, to any particular individual? 
i 
! 
HR. BACKSTROH: Yes, when the house is completed. I 
i 
MS. DAYS: In fact, we have sol'1e that are two years i 
old where the house still isn't completed. 
SENATOR ~HELSEN: Okay. Now, as I read this 
commitment letter, what does it really mean? It acknowledges 
a loan not to exceed, but there is no cornnitrr~nt that I read 
in this letter. 
l\1S. DAYS: That's correct. What it's indicating to 
t veteran is t the qualifie that financially, he would 
be quali ed for up to the max loan, and that his lot 
quali s, his home plans ify, but that until suc:t1 time 
as that house is actual completed, we will not be able to 
make him a loan offer, because on then can we appraise the 
property, and dete the avai ty of funds. 
SENATOR NIELSEN: It seems 1 you ought to change 
the name, then, that's a tment to purchase property, it i 
construed as a t letter, it is no commitment. I 
I1S. DAYS: Senator, I can't think of any, you know, 
clearer way to say it, than to say that if the funds are 
available, the final loan recommendation will be made, and if 
loans are in short supply, a comrnitment letter would be issued 








for future funding. 
2 SENl\TOR NIELSEN: Well, 'l:le won't go any further, I 
3 just think that's nd of sle g, the words. 
!1S. DAYS: If I may proceed, Senator 
5 CIIAIPJ"'J-li'l DILLS: Senator Carpenter has a question. 
6 SENATOR CARPE1JTER: Mr. Chairman, in looking at 
7 this lawyer language, that language might well obviate the 
8 Department from any financial or legal ability, because a 
9 final loan recommendation will be made, if adequate loan 
10 funds are available, your Cal-Vet loan will be processed and 
ll funded. However, that's only one of the issues. 
12 A second issue that I don't think we should overlook 











instructions, making the nt to app cants that there was 
plenty of money, and there was no problem, and that they were 
doing so, apparent on inst ons from Sacramento. As a 
consequence of that on, many veterans made 
financial de sions that cost a great deal of 
money. 
MS. DAYS: Sir, we haven't addressed those allega-
tions yet, however, you w 1 see the correspondence that we ha~ 
with the district managers. I a art of the problem is 
that there is a confusion between s ng that we have funding 
authority, bond funding autho ty and h 
What the managers were told, and what the veteran public was 
told, was that we had suffic nt bonding autho ty remaining 
from the 1978 bond issue to cover veterans who applied before 
December 7th, that is not to say that we halVe the ca.sh in handi 
'JIDEO ·AUDIO RECORDING SEHVICES INC 
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The fu.'1ds still have to be obt ne bond sales. 
2 SENATOR CARPENTER: Have you heard the tes 
3 this morning? That may have bee 0 1 , but I 
think it's perfect clear from the test we have heard 
s this morning that that intent that u just described, never 
6 reached the veteran who was mak the information request. 
7 ~1S. DAYS: Sir, you addressed yourse £ to the fact 
8 of the structions from the artment and I'm saying that 
9 is not the instruction was g to managers, to tell 
10 people that there were p of funds. at the managers 
were advised, and what public was sed, through our 
12 releases was there f ng auth left from the 
13 1978 bond act, that would be suffic nt to cover those who 
:1 applied before December 
The d still ave to roce se to 
i6 preference category, becaus o that we d not know 
17 when e bond a s would be che 
SEN liT ut at that po tool that they 
19 would have to be roce ing to reference category, 
:.:o it was not made before De r 7th. 
Ll MS. DAYS: Th correct sir, because e prefer-
ence cate es come into th re t cat. ion 
~.) that there will be uffi nt ds to cover everybo who 
SEl:JATOR .1\RPENTER: al , I have a concern. 
It's five minutes to 12:00 we to ate these chambers 
27 very soon, and I ink we 1 real just ge down to the 




























to bring this to the kind of cone 
all like. 
on that I we would 
HS. DAYS: Senator Dills, perhaps if we went through 
our prese on, that d answer many of the ues ons, and 
then what time is left, we will attempt to answer the other 
questions, or perhaps your questions could be posed to us at 
some later date. But I think if we make the presentation, 
that may be he ful 
have been raised. 
address a lot of the questions that 
SENATOR CUSANOVICH: Senator, I have one that I'll 
have to have made clear to me be fore we go any 
CHAIRHAN DI Senator Cusan 
SEN1\.TOR CUSANOVICH: You say that r they nish 
the homes, when you go out ere to see that it's done the 
way pres d, that you w 1 now t the issue of ds? 
l\•1S. DAYS: What we do --
SENATOR CUSANOVICH: How do 
w hout the funds? That s what I'm 
ld house 
to find out. 
MS. DAYS: Oh w 1, what veterans do when they 
t cons on loan that way, is get funding from 
another source to bui house. One of the p sions of 
the code is that we cannot fund purc!l.ases --
SENATOR CUSANOVICII: In words, they borrow 
the money from 1 and t hemselves 
q te a bit, and now you go out and say, you don't have any 
funds? 
MS. DAYS: 
Senator, the code p 
(Applause) 
·JiOEO 
's correct. The code p sions 
on i cates 
78 
I 
CIIAI RllA.N DILLS: Please. 
MS. DAYS: The code provision indicates that we 
cannot purchase a property in V~7hich the veteran has an interes~ 
of record, except where it is an unimproved lot, where he comeJ 
I 
and applies, and the application is then pending during the 
construction of the home. So, what happens is, the veteran 
owns the property, he comes in, he gets his approval to build 
i 
on that property, his application is pending while the house 
is being constructed, he utilizes either his own funds, or 
10 funds that he's borrowed to construct the home, and only then 
ll does the department then move forHard with the purchase, 
12 assuming that the construction quali s, and that funds are 
13 available. And that's the intent of the wording of the P-15 











SETJATOR CUSANOVICH: vJell, I'1aybe that's our fault I 
for not changing the wording. 
I 
!1S. DAYS: But it is a statutory p sion, Senator. I 
Should I proceed, Senator? 
CHI\ I R!1AN DILLS : Well, we are having a problem in 
determining the extent to which we are to be able to 
continue this day, or this morni , or during the noon hour, 
or whatever. But several of the members have commitments 






+~sacranento, and commitments to address them, and meet wjth 
~5 I 
i 
them. It was my hope that we could work until the matter is 
I 
:!6 I over, even though we might be wo ng as a subcommittee, as 
such. 
28 VS. DAYS: If we were allowed --




CHAIRMAN DILLS: I do not wish to get involved in a 
2 lot of these just passed here -- s passed a resolution 
3 in which they've ven you a vote of con dence, and all that. 
·1. What we're trying to do here is not to engage in political 
s games, but to try to find out the facts, with reference to 
6 a situation, which has been a very grievous and serious one 
7 to those members of the public who are veterans, and who have 
8 attempted in the past to secure loans, and have been given wha~ 














information. So, I know that it would be more helpful to 
your particular pre on, were you given the opportunity 
to have every one of your le d cuss these things, but 
the merobers of this ttee don't have that much time, and 
they do wish to get ri into meat of the situation here, 
and to the very issues which are 
So, will be inte ng you, and asking you 
to address particular points for t reason. That's the 
nature of se hear gs, and I'm sure that you have a lot 
of documentation here, and a lot of ople that could bring 
forward certain information. But if you could address these 
particular, these specif compl ts, one of which is why 
was not communications sent down in the form of a memorandum, 
or memoranda, rather than just verbal, so that people would 
know precisely ""'hat it was that i 
I 
they would have something on wh to base their -- the stri <bt 
I 
office decisions. 
NS. DAYS: Senator, we do have that as part of the 
presentation, as well as one with regard to indicating at 
VtDF:O INC 
that's what you say there, 19 6. So let's see t. 
2 l\1S. DAYS: Okay. 
SEHATOR NAPJ<S t want her to 
4 show it to you nov!? 
5 CHAIRHAN D Now is ur e song goes. 
S ENATOE l\lARKS: don't you p one. 
7 ~1S • DAYS: ay. But yo have to put th this one, 
Larry, the instruct , the FOD that went out field of ce 
directive that went out with t The field office recti ve 
!0 on s one v1en t out J 0 of 7 . e tment to 
ll purchase letter then was ag -- Larry, d you put that 
one up. t th 0 , unt the new form 
13 which you are seelng before you. 
Th ne\,.,;r form anuary '80. 
i5 Th on rea.s th 1976 date was 
i6 encile on tha it was a 
ll ffe 
lB 'son the screen 
\') ow, is t n 76? 
Df\YS: used in 1978, 
Senator. Th purchase letter. 
was us in 
1976? 
MS. can p de 
you with one, Senator. h l le here. 
ENATOR at fo i 1978, at least, 
ays it' ti ? 
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MS. DAYS: That's , and that was the commitment 
2 to purchase letter in '78. In 1980, then, we went to the 






the 1976 date indicates is at in 76, this particular 
designation of P-15, was for a different document, entitled, 
"Acknowledgment Letter". We changed numbering to be the 
commitment to purchase. 
CHJI..I PJ'11\N DILLS: It just doesn't come out that way, 
9 lady. You have on this document, written in -- someone has 
lO written in on the P-15 in the corner, since 19 76, indicating 
11 that this is precisely the form that was used since 1976. 
JS Now, you do not have in the 1978, and obviously, 
16 you don't have for us to , such a form 1976. So, I don't 
l7 know why you would present to us, and tend to imp , as 
lP. 
l'J the same form that's been existence since 1976. 
'20 MS. DAYS: Sir, it is the form, except that in '76, 
21 it was called an dgrnent letter, and it d not have 
stamped across it, the preference group. 
CHAIRHA:N DILLS: Well, it didn't have on it the 
no Cal-Vet funds? 
2S MS. DAYS: Yes, it did, sir. 
CHAI m.1AN DILLS: That '76 one does? 
MS. DAYS: That's correct, and as I say, we will 
28 provide you with it. The thing is that in '76, it had a 





different title, i 
on two t gs fe 
t l • 
acknowle tter 
in the corner, and i was 
s January '80. 












s fference in your 
me between 




MS. DAYS: The 
we actual did not have 
letter i cates 
13 the cash. 
C!IAI PJ1AN ILLS: 
1:) t knows 
j(i t 
a capa t 
the bonds to 
1.9 NS. 
;:o vete "" i th the 
2l es, sir. 
')',l c 
:,::) who s d he 
~iJ.S. DAYS: 















10 t is form 









once the appraisals were completed. This was announced by a 
December 14th, 197 , press release, st d to all Cal-Vet 
di ct offices, the a the slature, veterans z -
tions, and veterans se ce agenc s. 
ling on 
1 
or after December lOth, advised t~at no G.O. bond fund authori1y 
to fund existed sufficient to fund those loan requests. It I 
stated that funding would depend r authorization byl 
The P-16 acknowledgment to all licants 
passage of Proposition 2. It notifies applicants that when 
funds become lable, loans will processed by preference 
II categories. 
12 This is the acknowle letter that took the 
13 place of p us one because we felt we had to give 
a r explanation about the need r the additional bond 
15 ssue that was ng up on the lot. 
i6 CHlU RHA.~ ILLS letter form, P-16, if 
I can read it here, has a date it of March '80, but 
lH you have written January 30. 
19 HS. DlWS: No, January 1 80 
CHAIRHAN DILLS: January '80, I'm sorry. I 
21 
CHAI ru.'!AN DILLS: You 
same letter-1 
January '80, 








l thi form? pre se MS. DAYS: That's correct, sir. 
CHAI Rf1AN DILLS: if you have, why is it 
necessary to have -- sent out s many of those, that you 
had to have it rep d, and put on March '80? 
MR. BACKSTROH: major fference in the form we 





had in January was that we on told veterans that the 
passage of Prop. 2 would have to pass. \Je dn t tell them 
that Prop. 2 had o pass and 
When we looked at the form ag 
we ad to sel the bonds. 
mid-February, we thought 
that we should also say, Prop. 2 not has to pass, but 
6 you have to schedule bond sales, and get the bonds sold. He 
7 did that at that t , and issued that form in March of 1980, 
B but that was the only change. 
CHAIRI'~AN DILLS: Senator Greene? 
lO SENATOR GREENE: On the point that the Chairman has 
ll been pursuing, why did you not bring a , as part of your 









r.m. BACKSTROM: That was an oversight on our part. 
We'll provide the committee w copies of those. 
SEN A TOR GREENE: Becaus I know, could 
just make a rcle around ' and te 
in a nurrber. 
ME. BACKS'J'EOM: That s ' s r. 
SEN A TOE GREENE : I could do t myse f. 
MS. Dl\YS: 
would speed the proce s 
ate 
, and s 
, Se ator, we it 
relate the fact that 
there r.·Tas an ea r forn but we \v you th those. 
sposed to SEN AT GREENE 
come complete prepare . 
insufficiency of G.O. 
demand, the Leg lat ure 
$50 0 million. Unfortunate 
You re rob bette 
d r 
artment proj e 
ty to cover al expec d 
revenue bond funding of 
before we could conduct our firs 
proposed sale of the $200 milli , HE 37 2, wh is now HE 5 7 1, 






























was n n qre on e 
the tax exemption for the revenue bonds 
At the same t ca app cally 
increased from May 1979 November 979 Nevertheless, 
we were advised that the rans on rules of HR 5741 would 
allow our sale of $200 mil on in revenue to proceed. 
I 
This was con rmed in writ counsel on November 15th~ 
I 
1979. Neanwhile, we had n granted a $ 5 l on bond sale 1 
in August, with receipt of those funds in September, and a 
$150 million G.O. bond s was s d for November 1979, 
with the funds to be rece d December of 19 79. 
It was expected that these G 0 bond ds would 
carry us into March 19 80, when it was cipated we would I 
dd
. . I 
have our $200 mil on revenue sale. In a ltlon~ 
I 
statutes allow that in the event 
sale of bonds and rece f fun 
general fund, nst pe ng G. 
In p ecting p ce 
October that we could sp d 
help for a swing shift scrow 
in their homes sooner, but also 
elected to follow s roce 
number of veterans in t r 
without del g those that 
In fact, it wou d 
s 
ef rt 1 aw ting I 
can draw from 
d sales. 
t was dete 
process student 
let funds sooner. We 
we p ace a large 
to s weeks earlier, 
us to advance the processing 
I 
I 
of those follovJing. 'This was exol ned at the November 1979 
~m. BACKSTROM: The s represents the actual 
VIDEO tNC 
escrow instructi s is ue anuary 1st, 1979 and 
2 01ay 9th, 19 80. The le what would have been 
3 issued if we h sse st the rate of 
50 a , and the bottom represents 45 per That 
5 s to about 50 $4 1 a month. 
6 As you can see, the actu a lapse of issuance 
7 escrow inst ons be tv1een the 7 19 80, and 
B l the 2nd, 980 wh the s ave constant flow. 
9 They all represent the same umbe of scrows, and the same 
dollar totals. However, on the , 1980, at Point A 
on the actual, we had p aced 1 s into r homes 
!2 soone t B, and that's 
13 ope rat at so per day. 
An ,741 f ir sooner than they 
>,vould en Po pe 
CHAI 
17 ~1R. , and 
he p r - we began 
n November. 
w so to do that 
21 MR. BACKSTROM: the 
')'") 
hi add arted proces -- we s 
" actual -·' spee But spee ng 
.. ~ 
_,j just rlli'1 out w 
~6 out ran of ca an ril the 2nd. 
27 In a ue to repare escrow 
2H 































the 7th and ril the 2nd, 1980, we not delay those who 
followed by h s up the process. Instead, we were 
able to issue 2,935 escrow truct s period 
by Point £.1 through N 1 at a total of $150 mil on. 
Had we processed escrow structions at 50 per day, 
it would have taken us five weeks longer to place these 
families in their homes, that's Point 0, or 11 weeks longer, 
·at 45 per day, Point P. Furthermore we are stLll processing 
escrows daily for all veterans in 
I 
rst, second, and third 
preference category, who are ready ril the 30th, and they 
are being placed in r homes, also, sooner. 
Those that are re , but are not be processed 
through escrow, are those applicat that were received 
prior to Decewbe r the in the preference, and some 
and all veterans app ed after 
be processed as of 4-30t 
cembe lOth. This isl 
third p renee who were not 
due to the when we are n a funding s on, it 
appeared that funds 11 not cover all those in process, we 
must abide by the s reference 
I 
The pre-12-10 applicants are covered by the 1978 
bond act issue, and the post-12-10-79 will need the passage 
, pleaL. 
of Prop. 2 and the eventual of bonds there a r. 
we've sped up the process r1S. DAYS Now, 
CHAIRJI1AN DILLS: Senator Greene has a que 
SENATOR GREENE: In re onsh to the conscious 
decision to speed up process, you s d that you did 
consider that you would run out of money? 
r,~S. DAYS: Sir, in making that de sian 
' t,UOIO '1ECORDING SERVICES 
SENA1'0E GEEENE: l asking, you d consider 
that you would run out of money yes no. 
3 t1S. DAYS: Not exact because ~ 
S ENI\TOR GREENE: TtJe 1, I heard it stated. Let 
s me as Mr. Backstrom. 
6 1,1S. DAYS We d not run out of money. The thing 
7 is, at the t we made the de s n, the i ons were 
that ':Je vJere going to t the $200 1 on bond sales 















fund to tide us ove til that t that money was 
rece d. s knew there g ng to p be a space 
between bond sales, b we d not fee that we d not have 
money to loan because ons were that we could draw 
from the general d. 
SENAT re araw rom the 
general fun 
HS. DAYS: No. till f t revenue bond sale 
w delayed. were told that we were 
un le to 28 n the general fund, 
and so alth an r to be able to 
draw $80 mil on, were 2 8. This '~ilas 
becaus th e to end of 
March, where we not get l, put us 
due, and if vle t would :reate l 
I 
I 
a sclosure p wi $200 millidm 
i 
revenue bonds, and we ot je sale. \ 
But that fact ot some time in 
91 
mid-February, and the actua deci on w th re to our 
2 inability to be able to draw general was made 
3 on February 2ls • 
4 SENATOR GREENE: Did that go on a 2 8. 8, 
s that request? 
6 HS. DAYS: Pardon me? 
7 SENATOR GREENE: Did your request for the general 
• 8 fund r.toney --.r--15. DAYS: On the Se on 28? 
10 SENATOR GREENE: Did that go through on a Section 28 
ll MS. DAYS: No, s There is a provision in the 
12 code that indicates that if you have a bond sale zed, 
i3 but the bonds have not been sold, that you can draw from the 
ll qeneral fund, by way of an exe ve from the Director 
of the De rrent o ance, and e funds as soon 
16 as the bond sale is a hat was t ce we 
!7 used. As I say, the i ti e $80 
w llion to he t de us over that r, because of 
19 the disclosure p m, we were on able to draw $28 l on. 
SENATOR GREE~E: All So that means that when 
21 you made your i tial de s to s up process, and 
when you considered your alte ves y t check out to 
see if -- or did you ck out to ee if there were going to 
be any problem£ in be able accomplish what you thought 
was an alternative at that t me? 
MS. DAYS: Yes, s As I n cated earlier, our 
expectations were that the $200 1 on from the revenue bond 
28 sale were going to received in March, not in Apri 1. 




















Unfortunately, the market situatio 
not able to sell a pardon that --
February. We were not abl have sale toward 
end of February, or ear r.1arch 1 we had to wait until March 
19th. Also, in the interim, t Oregon G.O. bond sales were 





people indicated to us that our bond sales would have a better\ 
chance if we came after the Oregon sales , er than before. 1,! 
Those factors were not known to us when the decision\ 
was made to speed up the process in mber, and the I 
I 
I 
actual speeding up began in October. Those factors were not 
known to us until the ear part of February and in mid-
February when the decision was then made that we would not 
be able to draw, and our bond sale vmuld be held after the i 
Oregon sale, rather than be fore. 
SENATOR ST: r-.1r. Ch 
l 
I 
CHAI Rl1AN DILLS: Senator st. I 
SENATOR ST: If get down to my or I 
concern about t s whole lem, I know about your culty J 
no 





"On November l th o 9 f wife and 
t says, I 
applied for 1 
a Cal-Vet horne loan o $55,000 on a single-f home ch 
letter dated December 7th of 79 ng we q ied for 
the $55,000 loan at 5.6 percent interest. On December Oth, 
I called Cal-Vet in Santa Clara to ask our , and was 
told that the process g would continue, that there were 
'/tOf.J) 
2 signed the papers se e its nine t 
3 loan in order to t fi g r new home. II 
"Duri De r, January and up until February 17t I 
5 my wife and I called t numerous times about various 





told that our loan >vas in process, and that we would receive 
the loan as soon as the property was appraised at its 
I 
proper 1 
a Cal-vei value, and at no time were we informed that there was 
10 fund problem." 
ll "On February 7th of 80, the escrow on our 
!2 townhouse closed, and on ta ing to Cal-Vet on February 18th, 
13 I learned, for the rst time, that they had stopped taking 
loan app cations as of December 7th. I was given to believe 
15 that funding was lable for all loans s tted before 
!6 December 7th, and on Febru 25th when ng nts 
the property inspection and ais , we were told by 
Cal-Vet that no funds were lable." 
19 "The on reason we had sold our townhouse was 
:20 because we had qualified for a $55,000 home loan through Cal-
21 vet, and because we were told that nan g was available. 
Due to the t that my wife I cannot qu l r a loan 
at $55,000 at t current high rest rates, we are now 
left without any home at all. n 
25 
Now, I have at least three other s lar letters 
26 
from veterans. If that h happened to a private lender, 
27 
there would be a great outcry from the public, I'm sure, and 
28 
probably will, in your case, as well, and a class action suit 
,/IDEO INC 
filed t them. How c appen? 
2 MS. DAYS: r \vhe th were 
3 taken from veterans in the veterans were 
being told that there wo some extreme de ays ln 
5 precessing of the loans. 
6 AUDIENCE: No way. No way. 
7 f'!S. DAYS: The fact that we did run out of funds, 
as I said before, was one that was not contemplated the 
9 department, because the factors that changed the projections 
lO that we had, not occur thE; ea part middle part 
ll of February, at h me, then we re zed that we would 
!2 not be able to do what ad nitial been planned, which was 
13 to draw from the general d, dur pe that we were 
,. '. waiting for the revenue bond funds, and that t revenue bond 
IS funds \vould not be i 
16 Had that s as v1as cated 
!7 ear er, we waul have cant However, 
continuing that proce s ng, any veterans 
t9 in homes sooner than what we d, method that we 
used put more veterans f r. The problem 
:21 that we ran into was the f h ini ate 
the preference cate ry. u ti st utory 
preference system, t that nean he veterans who are 
have to wait un l we p cee wi th prefer-




SENATOR IST: Ye s don t understand 
INC 
I 
2 allow you to proceed and know i advance many loans you 
3 were going to be able to process not s ad someone. vJe 
were told by half a dozen your ct office managers 
5 around here, that they 1 realiz that there was a flood of 
6 applications coming , more than ever before, and they felt, 
7 nee, and a of these people have been 
8 with the department a long t , they felt that we were 
9 out of money, and that you dn't be able to finance these 
10 loans, and yet, were told by stration, by 














were not to tell the c that 
funds. Apparent weren't 
I received from my canst uten ts. 
MS. DAYS: Let me go 
the corrunu.i'ii cat t istr 
h cl fy. 
SENATOR T: What 
l\lS. DAYS: ardon me? 
SENATOR ~'Jhat 
cat to your st ct 0 ice? 
t1S. DAYS: There are 
Senator, some of re g 
19 78. 
CHAI RIJ'!.AN DILLS: I don 
history of I 78 is ng to he 
MS. DAYS: Sir, with re 
of the forms that e cate 
were short of 
t, the letters 
t ort deals 
aps that would 
he date of communi-
dif re ones 
as said be , to 
t t an t 
much here. 
t '78, it is because 






















co~municQtions wi the dis of ce on o the 
substantial completio o rations 
f'-1anual, field o sion 
manager are utilize to nstruct t office managers and 
staff of procedures and licies. The 0 ce di cti ves 
and memoranda usua addres le sl changes and policy 
or procedure s result 
CHAI I'<YlAN DILLS: I to to ntre 
you because of the t constr nts that are nvolved, I 
wish you would ng the mat rs _a at spe cal 
called this meeting of this c tee. The tter that was 
just read to you that 
he made, that - and your respon rsons were 
informed that th re dn' a heard what 
the ence 
een p sent h some 
of he s tat.e ts ces r 
the h rters d h a ttle p 
on words, •t= l~ you w 
The h w h 
we were verbal s n 0 d Now~ 
I do 't t it th yo me 
ng ut wha 
than to s v s 
ere not info 









CHl·_IRl\1AN DILLS: Yes. 
S ENATOH l\1AHKS: l\1r. rman I have no desire to 
defend the department. I feel very - am very concerned 
about the allegations that have been made these -- by those 
s who have not gotten loans. But some very serious allegations 
6 have been made against this department, they may be totally 
7 true, all of them may be true, and I think they are entitled 
s to respond to them, and that's what they're trying to do. 
9 I think t are e tled to a response, regardless 
10 of whether or not we agree with that response, but they are 
ll entitled to make a response to the allegations that are made. 
12 SENATOH ALQUIST: That's what we're trying to get, 
13 Senator Marks. 
I I CHAI RMl".i'\1 DILLS : That ' s pre s what 
IS SENATOR ~1ARKS: No, we're not, cause she was 
16 read g a statemen , and you s d yo 't want to hear it. 
l7 CHAI Rl'1Ji.N DILLS She was re ng statement having 
!8 to do with 1978. Now, 1978 isn t month or year, June 
19 '78 is not the month the ear that lS issue here. It's 
20 the year 1979, and more speci cal , December of 1 79, and I 
2! that which followed s nt December '79, and that's! 
•)') 
what I wish would ss elve 0 and not --
I 
certainly t a t to defend these things, but I thini 
w h , and not to 1 we ought to de fend 
26 
27 
We do -- each one of us has obli ions. 
I 
This is a i 
create a kind of a fi e f the short buster here 
period of time in ch the c ttee has to consider this. 
28 




to answer these t 
2 tell us whether or 
3 to he of ce s 
4 money. 
5 SENATO at 
there have been en be 
7 another meet g o hi m 
s t re are a number o 
9 tes , and there are sti 
10 that I have, and I'm s 
u too. 
12 CHAI 
!3 to prevent them from 








as ng hose 
~s i \voul so 




from a to 
9 
have the ans\Jers to these ques ons, and pe can 
2 come back, parti e fe 
3 so, that they have n is not 
particularly desirable in the ate i a So 
5 SENATOR CUSANOVICH: Mr. rman, I do have just 
6 one question. 
7 CHAI RJ'1AN DILLS : Senator Cus ch. 
SENATOR CUSMJOVICH: You re compute zed, are you 
9 not? 
MS. DAYS: Sir our computer i a 1962, we're 
!1 in the process of putting 1n a ne computer system. 'l'he 
12 computer system does not, at the present , ho 
13 except the records of those who alre ave -Vet app ca-
ll tions -- pardon me Cal-Vet loans. A newer tern that we 
15 sys tern, 
16 vlent 
!7 f·1arch. 
ifl SENATOR CUSANOVICH: 't you be able to 
19 run a cash flow on that p ? 
MS. DAYS: On t new sir. On the old • system, no. The old tern on oans that you 
alre have made, t te what 
you have left. 
SENATOR CH ask a 
of the data process ee 
that's about, Mr. rman. 
27 MS. DAYS: Mr. Cha f we cut off ere, I 
23 wonder if, pe . J on c ques that 
V1DEO I INC 
100 
was asked about what the s ct ~anagers were told with 
2 regard to the period of around Octobe of 79. 
3 Cill\IRr1]1JJ DILLS: All et's hear Mr. Jackson. 
4 MR. JACKSON Mr. Ch rman, and rable members 
s of the cornrrti ttee, rr_y name is tiO\"lell Jac}:son, I'm the attorney 
6 for the Departmen L 
7 I wanted to p nt out, first of all, that there 
8 have been, according to my count, four in dual veterans 
9 here who recited det led facts about their own particular 
lO cases, and as Senator Harks has i ated, I the 
ll Department should be entitled to respond to -- even to the 
12 i ndi vi clual al ations made by some of those veterans. l:ve 
13 did not intend to do so, because we re zed that there was a 
11 t problem here; we had been inforrJed in advance of this 
13 time problem. 
16 As to the letter read by r st we would 
l an apport uni to respon to tha too, but we cannot 
do so unless we now the name of the i dual that wrote 
19 that letter, so that we can go to les f out 
what the actual facts were. In any case, my int is 
21 that I think Mr. Jack Keppe , o of our st ct manac;ers 
who was up here, probab s accurate 
Acco ng to my not.e s, sa what were really, 
happened. As I recall, r-~r. testif d that he e n 
hedged his own answers to he veterans. Now, he was talking 
about an October meeting that the rector had ~di the 
district managers, and acco ng to he s 0 hat 
meeting, I' 1 read on a very short. p , Hs 
2 an ove ew of artment' s ng problems. 
3 f e c nue en he resent rate 
money from the November bond sale was recent 
5 auth zed the veterans ce the amount 
6 of $150 willian, wi 1 las until March 1, 1980, when it may 
7 be necessary to borrow from the gene fund order to pay 
debt s ce. It may be necessary to go on a preference 















Continuat of ng at the present rate will 
de d on our ability to sell revenue bonds. Jl,lso, the new 
positions, an the proposal de nd on our 
to se 1 revenue bonds, and nue funding at least 
at the resent rate. Now, that is a s from the minutes 
f t meet , and as I cate ~1r. 1 testi ed 
that ct rs were act ua told was that 
s t any problem if cert n d. 






CIIAI mlP..N DILLS: Yes, I have that, and I also have 
r De r, Mr. l said, r December 10, 
cant was told "Sacramento says there is money." You 
that te 
. DAYS: Yes 
"f' l~ - if 
because I wrote t down 
, andif I 
could show ag letter that 
on cernbe 1 th it was a news release, and it was 
issued to eve ncluding the district offices, but we 
possible ce that 
indicated that we would go on the tmen t to purchas , 
2 beginning Dece~ber lOth, and it wo be on preference 
3 system that those who had t r app cat p 0 
4 December 7th, could be cove red by bonding autho that 
5 we had from the 1978 act, but anyone else would have to 
6 depend upon future autho zat , which is on the ballot 
1 presently. 
8 CHAIRMAN DILLS: Now, your own news re ase and 
9 reading it, if I can, from here, it says, Effe 
10 December 10, 1979, she said the s o Farm and Home 
11 Purchases began issuing commitment to purchase letters." Now, 
!2 if that doesn't mean that t 're t the o ary 
13 civilian -- to P'.e, it means you're going to issue tments 
~~ to purchase letters conditioned on the labili 
16 Yes, s r. 
CHAI Rl'~AN DILLS: Ms. i ears th lS 
10 sufficient bond authorization to ho l 
!'} filed before Deceplber 13. Now, 
:.'ll I·1S. DAYS: Before Dece 
2! CHAIRI·1AN DILLS: Now, are people s 
believe whenever you say you're ss 
letters, and that it appears there 1s suf nt 
:!l 
MS. DAYS: That is corre s r. on 
is there. Those people who file fore December 7th 1 
0et funding, the thing is that it's ubj ct to th l 
28 lability of the f ds de 
103 
ln which you can get the bonds sold. 
2 CHAIID1AN DILLS: And so the applicant, after 
3 December 10, and after this news release went out, was this 
4 the only memo that you sent to the dis ct offices, a news 
s release? 
6 MS. DAYS: No, sir. Then we sent -- there was a 
7 Cal-Vet-gram that went out in February that explained the 
8 position a little more, with regard to our inability to draw 
'I more than the $28 million from the qeneral fund, and then in 
w February, there \vere the new forms that went out to take the 
il place of the old commitment letters, and the old acknowledgme 
12 letters, and that you saw a little earlier. 
13 CHAIRHAN DILLS: That went out in February. 
MS. DAYS: That's correct, sir. 
CHAIRr.IAN DILLS: And people are s 11 out there 
16 thinking all along that there is money , because as 
17 Mr. Keppel says, Sacramento says there's money. 
MS. DAYS: Again, sir, this went out when we 
19 scovered that we would not be able to draw on the 
fu,.'1d to the $80 mil on vlhich had previous been zed, 
21 and that we would have to wait until we received $200 
llion from the revenue bond sale before we proceed 
with precessing. 
CHAIPJ.1AN DILLS: It would appear n, may 
25 
be necessary to have another hearing. Those who are fami ar 
with the timing of the legislative process are aware of the 
27 
fact that the Leaislature is in the final throws of getting 
28 
ecti ve comrni t tees. \/Je' re working -




















we worke cl a l 
2.11 
ttee to h 
E 
s uent one, £ 
on the part o£ 
to thew a vote. 
r1s • DAYS Ch 


























Agriculture and Water Resources 
Education 
0 District Office Addresse.: 
Natural Resources and Wildlife 
Revenue and Taxation 
0 
415 Main Str""t 
Woodland, CA 95695 
(916) 662-7315 
832 Brown Street 
Napa, CA 94558 
(707) 253-7212 
Joint Committee on 
Pairs Allocation IUld 
Classil!cation 
Vice Chairman of 
Senate Rural Caucus 
Capitol Area Committee 
1:1 !!300 County Center Drive 
Suite 158 
Santa Rosa, CA 95401 
(707) 523-1502 
May 7, 1980 
Senator Ralph Dills, Chairman 
Governmental Organizat Committee 
Room 5046, State Capitol 
FROM: N sen 
SUBJECT: SR 35 Cal-Vet Invest ion 
I have been asked 
hearing been 
shortage which has 
Unlike 
longed economic 
er of veterans. 
1 t s 
23, 1980, veterans 
problem, that were 
ahead with the propos 
g 
and/or 
t Virginia Days, 
should have of 
enfor a poli of 
the reasons for which 
already aware of 





e lays to the individual 
October 2. 1979 through 
were told that was no 
le, and that could go 
es. 
to 
to the veterans 
s ll demonstrate 
terans Affairs, knew or 
1 and knowingly 











7 ~ 19 
problem ) 
5) program or 
a more competent agency. 
to 
guidance of the Committee 
proceed keeping with a most 
and worthwhile 
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DOES NOT ALLOW FOR TI 





FING NEEDED ADDRESS INCREASED 
REC REVI S OF OUR PROGRAM 
BY THE BOND 
THAT WE HAVE S IN IMPROVI MANAGEMENT OF THE 
CAL-VET PROGRAM. DESPI THE UNPRECEDENTED INCREASE IN LOAN APPLICA-
TIONS, THE NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS PER FIELD STAFF MEMBER IS HIGHER 
NOW THAN AT ANY TIME IN THE PAST TEN YEARS. 
IT ~1AY TRUE THAT THE PRIVATE SECTOR CAN PROCESS LOANS 
FASTER WITH THEIR GREATER PERSONNEL RESOURCES, THE PRIVATE SECTOR 
COSTS OF RUNNI THE PROGRAM WOULD ALSO HAVE BEEN GREATER. THERE 
HAVE BE DELAYS CAUSED BY FINANCIAL MARKET FORCES AND STATUTORY 
CHANGES AS WELL AS THE INCREASED DEMAND RESULTING FROM THE WIDENING 




SE DELAYS MAY HAVE CAUS SOME HARDSHIPS TO SOME VETERANS 
s WE 
T I R HOMES 
WORKED 
ER I 
THE EX SE OF PROCESSING LOANS RAT 
A MU ITUDE INQUIRIES ON FACTORS 
TO R 
I ~·1E 
E DELAYS AND PLACE 
IS MAY HAVE DONE AT 
THAN RESPONDING IMMEDIATELY TO 
CHANGE DAILY. THERE SHOULD 
BE NO QUE ION, HOWEY , THAT CALIFORNIA V RANS ARE G ING A BARGAIN 
FRGri IR BENEFIT AND THEY ARE ALSO G GOOD SERVICE DESPITE THE 
ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES IN ICH FI I S I ION TODAY. 
THE PROG IS SO POPU DESPITE ITS DELAYS ER 5,000 VETERANS 
TER DECEMB ITING FOR THE NE\.'1 AUTHOR I ION, 
Ev IF REMAINING R UE IZATION AND THE P ING $750 
r-H ION BOND BALLOT ISSUE \'4ERE so } IT HOULD N SATISFY p TED 
DEMAND AND MANY APPLICANTS WOULD REMAIN UNFUNDED UNLESS ADDITIONAL 
REVENUE BOND FUND ~ IS AUTHORIZED CAN BE SO 
s E N WE ID I E 
J 
u T s 
9 T E I 
F s J 1 CoNGREssr~AN 
IS E NC E TAX ION 
F F s SI 
• 
IT s E FI IN SE HAYS 
SA SE WE 
H E F C AL ) RE ABLE 
c s F ICH 
c T N c NOT SOLD 











Senator Ra C. Dills, Chairman 
Senate Government at Committee 
State C t 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Senator Dills: 
As a rna ing underwriter Cali ia 
ment Veterans Affa $200,000,000 Home Purchase Revenue 
Bonds, Dean Witter s has e opportuni to become 
well wi tment's Farm Home Purchase 
Program. Based on ience, I can state unequivocally 
at C program is one of most financially secure 
housing f ce programs ded by any state ency in the 
country. As a result that f al , widely 
a nowl the bond Department has 
n continue to rates interest 





e h revenue 
attest to f ancial 
Department's revenue 
's Investors Service, the 
, and a "AA" rating 
ion, just half a rati less 






on i s erm 
a relative 
i ssu,e. 
test e Cal-Vet P am's streng 
to provide financi for veterans' purchases 
nt's nee is regard must 





: pendi eral legislat li ti the 
of housing revenue bonds recorc hi interest 
tht ~ax-exempt et n manv instances, state 
en ies have sing f ancing 
C. D 1 
r 
same rates 
on its revenue 
G 
tment's 









its first revenue bond issue 
ts of individuals who 
tment' irector V in a Mae 
State Treasurer, r McKean, 
to structure those 




















request of for le me 
I 




loco ly known as: 
as ly 
ESCROW NO. 
$ _________ _ 
$ ________ _ 
$ 
insurance 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA - STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY 






EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor 
Your selected homesite is approved as a building site and the information on your loon application 
indicates that on this dote you ore financially qualified for a loon of$ _______ _ 
If your single-family dwell is constructed and completed within a twelve (12) months period from 
date of this approval on the approved site, a final appraisal will be scheduled. A final loan recom-
mendation will be made and if adequate loan funds are available, your Cal-Vet loan will be processed 
and funded. If loan funds ore in short supply, a Commitment Letter will be issued for future funding. 
The construction of improvements must be in conformance with F.H.A. minimum property standards 
and/or local bui codes. 
Additional terms conditions: 
l. You must notify this office when construction your residence is finished and Notice of 
Completion is filed with the County Recorder. 
2. The approval of this loon will to the provisions of the California Military and 
Veterans Code and the Rules and Regulations of the Department of Veterans Affairs in 
effect at the time the loan is to be funded. 
3. Your credit rating and financial status remains substantially the same or better than on the 
date of this letter. 
4. 
5. 
The loan amount must be supported 
the bal once owed on the property. 
irements and terms 
District Manager 
P-14 (1/791 l-Ion. 'site 






The DE OF VETERANS AFFAI has 
Limitations and 
be to you. 








NO CAL-VET LOAN FUNDS 
ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
ication a Cal-Vet loan at: 
assurance when a loan can 
qual a Cal-Vet loan. 
a 1-
property des-
REQUIREMENTS OF PURCHASE: 
119 
0 If this box is checked, a Structural Pest Control Report and Clearance Certificate will be required. 
Before this loan is completed you will be to: 
ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
This commitment expires 15 days after the 
This commitment will be honored by the Department 
Veterans' Farm and Home Act of 1974 when 
provided the following requirements ore met at the time 
has offered to honor the commitment, 
Veterans Affairs under the provisions of the 
ore avai labie to consummate the purchase 
purchase. 
I. The veteran's credit rating and financial status are substantially the same or better than on 
the dote of this commitment. 
2. Title to the property can be transferred to the 
of unacceptable liens and encumbrances and the 
of title insurance from em title company. 
of Veterans Affairs free and clear 
nnr·tm.,.nt furnished an acceptable pol 
4. Tne loan amount may not exceed the amount stated or the total owed when the loan is made, 
whichever is smaller. 
5. This commitment is not transferable to another property or to another Cal-Vet loan applican~-
DIViSION OF FARM AND HOME PURCHASES 
Cal-Vet loan con be to you. 
the sole of General Obi 




zed the voters of California. 
voter zation of a $750 million 
of new Cal-Vet loan applications. 
s voter bonds will be the source 
I Cal-Vet loan transactions, 
ication 
icable sions of the Military and Veterans 




spouses of killed in the line 
on Indian trust land. 
rst three 
processed accord 
ication s received 
the 
121 
As long as your Cal-Vet loan application has been filed in a District Office of the Division of Form 
and Home Purchases before you and acquire an interest of record in the property 
(prior interest of record restriction does not apply to unimproved property),you may obtain financing on 
this property from another source using any method of financing you choose at terms you con handle 
for an extended time without disqualifying yourself for a Cal-Vet loan should sufficient funds become 
available in the future. 
If, upon completion of an evaluation of your financial qualifications and an appraisal of your property 
selection, it is determined that you qualify for a Cal-Vet loan, a Commitment to Purchase Letter wi II 
be issued for a specific amount on the property submitted, conditioned on availability of sufficient 
funds and preference category. 
Now or in the future should you decide against using your Coi·Y~t l~on to purchase the property des-
cribed above, please let us know. 
The conditions in this letter can be changed by future legislation. 











May 30, 19 
3 
c. 
program, which I s to effie 
and effectively on f of State Department 
of Veteran's Affairs has furnished loans or more accurately con-
tracts of purchases to over 300,000 veterans, the funds which 
was derived from approximately $3.7 billion general obligation and 
revenue bonds. I for one, would have liked to have heard testi-
mony from some of the vast number of 300,000 veterans have 
received low-cost loans and more particularly from those 3,200 
veterans who recently received loans derived from the proceeds 
of the above mentioned Cal-Vets revenue bonds as to their reactions 
to this great program. 
As you know, all of , short of reinvestment proceeds, 
have been derived from the proceeds of general obligation bonds 
and now revenue issued sold on behalf of the Department 
by the Treasurer's office of the State to individual and insti-
tutional investors throughout the United States. This 
is an extremely significant factor since it impacts on all forward 
planning as to the availability of funds for veteran's home pur-
chase purposes. Furthermore, the quality of the credit standing 
of such bonds will impact the interest rate on such bonds and 
the resultant t rate to the veterans. 
During the course of the ing, q~estion constantly 
was raised as to the Department not be more precise as 
to exactly when funds availab for home 
loans to veterans during the recent six month period. This 
question was obvious raised by individuals who had little if 
any appreciation complexities and difficulties of raising 
long-term nat markets, particularly when 
also considered unprecedented demand for such funds. 
I submit 
Department and the State 
in the face of ly 
months. In fact, the Department and 







an admirable job 
during recent 
Treasurer's 
they have so 
Our national money ts are gradually emerging from what 
we consider to be one of the most sevete monetary collapses jn 
the tory of our nation. If such conditions had continued, 
this could have rent our nat financial 
community. Notwiths mass problem, which peaked 
during the first s year, Department and 
the State Treasurer's office were able to es lish·a nationwide 
market for a new revenue issue secured solely from the 









The Honorable Ralph C. ls 
Page 4 
May 30, 1980 
I should be pleased to comment further at your discretion 
upon the matters covered in this letter. 
DRL/as 
Very truly /ours, 
'•' / 
' /~ r ..--- . 
' • ( c ", .,·'f. .l ;'t 







POST OFFICE BOX 1559, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95807 
Telephone: 916) 4 -31 
June 5, 1980 
The Honorable Ralph C. Dills 
Chairman, Senate Committee on 
Governmental 0 gan zation 
State Capitol, Room 5046 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Sena D 1 s: 
- 12 
EDMUND G. BROWN 
ons tant Mr. Lindsay W. Miller, I am 




estimo taken at the hearing on May 14, 1980, 
ate eso uti n No. 35. 
e ime itations at that 
e to c m ete its p esenta-
t is understanding that these 
g s ed in ieu of further testimony 
s t i 
We a e sub in wr e e ponses i the order in which the 
ea n proceede . Attac ed h reto are the fol owing documents 
in the orde iste 
This do men ummary response to four s atements 
made in Senator ls n s etter which we considered most 
perti ent The details o which t is summa response is based 
are co ta ned i the existing rec rd and in the following 
documents as desc ibe 
RE A VETERAN - HIRE EXPERI 
The Honor e 
Page 2 
June 5, 1 
This document 
processin of 
vJho test i ed 
The facts and e e 
entirely differ nt 
This document s 
departmental emp 
that testimony i 
at Page 11117 
It dea s prima 
tion given 
The facts se 
light on t 
Th s do 
printe 
P-16 as t 
includes 
earlier 
e ents n the 
six veterans 
s o 1d shed an 
the six 
employee, as 





rms P-15 and 
g, and 




The Honorable Ralph C. Dills 
Page 3 
June 5, 1980 
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I request that this ette an he ur r s nses described 
above and attached heret e made a part of the record also. 
Very t uly yours, 
Attachments 
- 129 -
Hearing Pursuant to Senate so ion . 35 
The Department submits the fol response to statements 
as quoted from Senator Neilsen's letter. 
1. "Unlike previous t 1 
serious and prolonged economic losses s 
number of veterans." 
have been 
a substantial 
No evidence was adduced at hearing that "previous 
shortfalls" had not resulted economic losses to 
veterans, whether ser or prolonged. 
The evidence that was adduced at hearing, as 
supplemented by written statements submitted 
by the Department, does there were 
"serious and prolonged suffered 
by a substantial number of veterans. 




2. "The e e 
lies in the fact that Department 
representatives provided no 
to the individual applicants." 
The informat 
shown by the at 
"Statement to be 
Reso ion No. 35," 
responses to statements 
veterans 
Department's s 
is simply not 
resentatives 
veterans test 




to show t some 









. s (Meeker), upon the avai lity 
and ~t the Departmen 
delaJ in his case. 
, was responslble for the 
• 
3. 
February 23 1980 













4. I! t 
. knew 















The Department of Veterans Aff rs s 
of key events, as shown i es 
Cal-Vet loan applications of 
hearing mentioned above. 
HARRY L. DILLON ("Construction Loan") 
May 3, 1979 
May 24, 1979 
e 0, 1979 
June 21, 1979 
June 26, 1979 
July 10, 1979 
July 14, 1979 
NOTE: Some t 
reason or date 
Janu 28, 1980 
r 
construe ion in 




$ 5 0 
Made 
e following summary 
e p ocessi of the 




etion date of 
to veteran re sting 
















ed in red ink 
s." 
' 
F rua 13, 980 
February 7, 1980 
r 3, 1980 
11, 1980 
May 6, 1980 






r Acknowle nt 
Veteran called to i ire about s for 
2 
his loan. Was in rme that funds were not 
avail le a might not become avail le 
until ly r gust. 
District sent Acknowle ent letter (P- 6) 
to veteran, ack of s, 
stating o assurance as to en loan could 
be made, ising of elig ility in 
third p e renee c tegory. 
District sent letter to veteran stating 
that had been le to contact anyone 
to arr raise 
e property, e veteran to pro-
de information such access could 
be obtained. 
er h 
e t of his new 
ication was s ject to 
v teran was in rmed 
, 1980, that his 
, at e was 
more 11 in ater, 





ird-pre renee veteran 
Dillon's oan cannot 
are au rized sold i 
re ence veterans. 
980, as to the la 
10, 
t 
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HERMAN L. IUS ("Construction Loa ') 
July 17, 1979 
August 1, 1979 
August 27, 1979 
September 5, 1979 
September 28, 1979 
October 9, 1979 
October 16, 1979 
January 15, 1980 
January 17, 1980 
January 8, 1980 
February 6, 1980 
February 7, 1980 
teran iled 1 1n Santa Ros 
District r Cal- oan of $55,000 on 
home proposed to constructed on vacant 
lot owned by e eteran in Clear Lake 
Hi lands. Application does not show 
est ated date for completion. 
Prel inary Title Report ( R) received by 
District. 
Appraisal of lot completed. 
Homesite approval anq loan approval (P-14)* 
of $55,000 sent to veteran, with additional 
requirements, includi elimination of 
several exceptions from Preliminary Title 
Report and submission of a copy of Record of 
Survey. 
District rece d letter from title company 
stating that they would be willing to 
eliminate or issue orsements on some but 
not all e except ons. 
District re iv 




letters from veteran com-
t not all the additional 
tions on aming, roof 
rough wiring 
District. 
to veteran, along 
and list of 
App aisal c 
Offer Letter 
wi re est 
remaining re rements r purchase. 




ase (P-11) sent to 
f al document in 
roval process.) 
*See NOTE on Page 10.. lomesi te Approval 
the funding of the loan upon completion 
availability o ' 'nc. at that time. 
1 veteran that 
the 
February 21, 1980 
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Signed Application to Purchase received 
by District om veteran. Loan ready to 
be funded 
(As a fourth-preference veteran who applied prior to cembcr 10, 
1979, Mr. Ius' loan will be funded from the proceeds of the bond 
sale scheduled for May 28, 1980.) 
4 
STEPHEN P. L I N·ER (' s t 
er 16 1979 
Febru 12, 1980 
Febru 21, 1980 
February 22, 1980 
7 80 
6 1980 
May 12, 198 
e e 1 
, re-
r ' 





his loan wo 
bond sale.) 
i 
an a sa 
$ 5,000 on 
Santa Rosa. 
5 
Nov er 10 




ete except for 
loan of $55,000. 
a on 
a r - ened. 
1 at on. 
' ' ch 7, 19 8 0, 
il 17, 1980, 
(" c 0 
4, 1979 
ru 27, 1979 
Novembe 19, 1979 Cons 
Nov er 26, 1979 
• 
c er 5, 1979 



















c e ed. 
ication in 












WILLIAM L. DIL 
September 19, 1979 
November 2, 1979 
November 15, 1979 
November 28, 1979 
November 29, 1979 
December 11, 1979 
February 29, 1980 
10, 980 
Mar 28, 1980 
April 18, 1980 
April 2 5' 1980 
April 30, 1980 
(As a i -prefe 
1979, Mr. Dillard s 
construction was c 
*see NOTE on 
the 
availability • 1 f 
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Distr ct a owledged receipt of applica-




p i a aisa c leted. 
Loan of $ 5,000 roved, on satisfactory 
t 
Esc 
etion of construction. 
re 
of 
roval loan approval (P-14)* 
sent to veteran. 
clos g statement 
District that construction 
p 
letter (P-15) sent 
at loan had been 
f available funds 
en loan could be 
e p.:.ll) sent to 
turned on same day. 
S c amento for funding. 




from the date 
that 
• 
Mar 27, 1978 
April 14, 1978 
Apr l 21, 1978 
il 26, 1978 
June 15, 1978 
June 20, 1978 
27, 1978 
27, 1978 
t 3, 978 
978 
rua 97 








a on o 
e 
S crame to 
$ 0 in 
offer letter 
ase. 














August 27 1979 
October 25, 1979 
January 18, 1980 
February 5 1980 
Feburay 29, 1980 
March 26, 1980 












t loan of $55,000 
s aller lot. 
inary title report 
scription. PTR 
een owned since 
lliam C. Meeker 
brother) and Marilyn D. 
oved. 
and Ron D. Frye 
wife, each 
one-half interest. 
led new lication 




a loan offer 
ca ion Then, 
ocuments remained 
ear! e fact that 
due to any 
tment s original 
tion of e 
parcel 
a tment was pre-
is brother] 
in the original 
[or his brother] 










ment e con 
e Department m 
to e veteran to 
r ase r 
In these k of 




1 lon, Ius, Liner, 
Cal-Vet loans 
p tmen normally makes an 
i and a i cations, and reviews 
posed construction. The veteran 
nc1 or m es other arrange-
e the home is completed, 
and makes e Cal-Vet loan 
f nanci or otherwise 
ion and related 
f om 8 to 12 months to 
tion, availability of 
loan, and the veteran 
etter states in the 
construct corn-
s p r from date of 
s te, a final raisal 
an recomme ation will be 
avail le, your 
d If loan 
tter wil be 
Dill ) received 
less from the 


















our p ections 
per month to $8 
our est es of 
actually made to 
increased from 
75% to 80%. 
experienced a 
applications 
to from 20% -
During the same 
hand as December 1, 19 
$50 Million. Meanwhile 
first issue of revenue 
result of es 
Congress. 
Although in t 
general obligation 















--- ___ to vet_erans 
In July and August, 
that increased 
affected avai 
would have to 
Earlier, in 








new rate of 
Department has 
' of about 40% of 
that rate decreased 
es on 
$110 Million to 
e of the program•s 
delayed as a 
Bill in 
le to sell 
, and later in 
tion of general 
11 , these 
































as of Sept 
applications 
shows that 9,92 
application totals 





The bonds sold 
to Under 
have enough m:::mey 
rate .... " 
meeting on October 3 show 
meeting at 8:30a.m. 
Days, Director of 



























s relea e were 
artment s strict o ices, 
news media, all veterans' 
sities execut 
officials legislators terans stration facilities, 






20, 1980, a 
entire s 
10, 0 copies of 
same distr 
1 District Offices 
applicants and pro 
can be seen, 
briefing at 
cash on hand, 1 









ty Veteran Service Officers, 
was issued which 
at detail. 
i.vere printed 
December 14 News 
7,300) were sent to 
to veteran 
a detailed 
tion as to 
sales, including 
of the lending 
to sell 
become necessary 







s atements made in this 
th 
ssue instructions 







Oc er to early 
staff tored the 
basis. results of 
- 148 -
ruary, 1980, the 
ional Managers to 
funds 
s same time, both 
rs communicated 
telephone. 
cember, 1979, sion headquarters 
er of new applications on a weekly 
s monitoring indicated that the 
Department's remain 
sales would be suffic 
December 7, 1979. 
bon authority and anticipated bond 
lications on hand up to 
On that date, each onal er contacted the District 
Managers under s supervision telephone, and told them 
that there were no funds or authori available to 
fund ications led a er e, that the statutory 
preferences would be lemented as of that date. 
In late December, 1979, 
antic ed sa of 125 
would to be re 
Managers d 









d that an 
Obligat bonds 
Regional 
of this by telephone. 




ief torn at the 
carne c ose to testifying 
s were told was Mr. Jack 




a notice is 







as d result of qualifying 
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(Second Priority) 2. Unremarried s'pouses of veterans killed in the line 
of duty -while on active duty, unremarried spouses 
of veterans designated as wissing in action and 
former prisoners of war. 
(Third Priority) 3. Veterans who served during the Vietnam period 
(August 5, 1964, through 'May 7, 1975) and Indian 
veterans applying for loans on reservation or 
trust land. 
(Fourth Priority) 4. All other qualified California veterans. 
*As defined in Military and Veterans Code, 








Form P-15 and P-16. 
these 
Nothing could be 
and 
dates of (1/80) 
above the date (1/80) 
...,~,,,.,..,., tten above the date 
15 has in the 
lowing printed statements, 
For This Application," 
each of statements 
forms had 
handwriting 
had been made as of 

- .J...:.J.l. -
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPAAT~ENT OF \'( TE RANS AFFAIRS 
DIVISION OF FARM AND HOME PURCHASES ... 
COJ/,'.(ITMENT PURCHASE PROPERTY 
Date: 
The DEPARTMENT VETERANS AFFAIRS ho• prcx:uuJ yo..~r opplicotio.n foro Cal-Vet loan (lt: 
o. You ore eligible Oi a California veteran and pr'l)unf!y qvalify for a Col-Vet loon, 
b. The property ducrib.d in your application i1 occeplahl• at tho dote of this letter 
for a loon not Vo exceedS • However, such occeplobility 
moy b. 1 to the irei"MMnh ol Pvrchout and fcHmi and conditions on tho 
reveru which ore specifically made o pori of thia acknowledgement, 
ulf foro Cal-
or in th• future, ,hould you d.cide against u1 your Cal-Vel loon to finance tho prop;trly du-
cnb.d u let us know. 
Th111 condition!. in this lotltH con b. by alo!ioo, 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF VEl'ERANS AFFAiRS 
Dote: 
REQUIREMENTS OF PURCHASE: 
If this 6ox is a Structural Pe t Control and Clearance Certificate will be required. 
Before this loon is you wil be requested to: 
IONAL TERMS AND TIONS 
This commitment s tment offered to commitment. 
Veterans Affairs the provisions of the 
funds ore available to consummate the purchase 
are at the time of se. 
ial status ore substantia the same or better than on 
2. of Vetere s Affairs free and dear 
furnished an le pol 
of company. 
3. 
4. Tne loan amount may not am t s Iota! owed the loan is 
wh smaller. 
5. This commitment s not transferable to ana er or to anoiher Cal-Vet loan applican•. 
• 
IJU-'AHIMtNl Ur Vt.H.RANS AFFAIRS 
- 152 -
~~-·_!.cl~o~~-~m~_'>e~_by_lo:w ond_!he lock svfficie ova• lo give no ouvroncc: ,.,hen c_. 
Col-Vet l_o_;:r:;_con be modc_!o.tO!i. Hiltoricolly, funds ~ranting !-Vel l hove been ob!o•ned 
through the 1ole ol General Obllgotoon Bonds ...,1-,,ch hove ~en ou!ho,zed by the voter$ of Cal.fornto. 
~ropo~•'·~{ on !he June 1980 election ballot p~ovidei for voter ovthorizotion of o $750 mdl,on 
Vt'leran~ Bond •uue whtch wdl allow f.>r the continuing funding of new Cal-Ve! loon opplicaf•o•n. 
!'Nhuquenl ia!e,, by the Stale T reasure~r' s office, of the H voler a.ulhori zed bonds. will be the: source 
of money for f,nol fundang of tndividuol loan tron~oact.onL. 
A. The Depor!men1 of Veterans Affain; r~tceived yo..~r loon opplicolion on 
for a Col-Vet loon to p1JtChose o hom• Uarm} at: 
Ouo!,ficot,on of 1h1! property ia subject fo cpplicoble prov1~ions. of the Mditory and Veterans. 
Code of the Stole of Ca!,fornio and !he rules and te<;tulotions of the Deportment of Veterans AHoirs. 
B. Yov ore eligible os o CatdO<nio veteran in the preference cotegoty. Coteg~rie& 
f01 proceamg loons dur p•riodi "'hen fund~ or• iru.uHicien! ore ranked as follow~o.· 
2) former POW' 1, s.pouus of MIA's and vnremorried survi 
of ocfive military duty. 
3) o. Ve!~rans of Vietnam Pc:riod urvice. 
s.pouui of thos.e killed tn the line 
b. Indian veterans who "'ish lo se home or form on Indian !rust land. 
4) All other qvalified veterans who do nof qualify under th., crifuio for the ''"' three preFerence 
grO<Jps li,ted above. 
C. Each Cal-Vet loon opplicoliOl'l rece•ved oh<&r Decemb.r 7, wd! b. procuu..:l according lo 
prefe-ntnce category and m each category in ord•r of !he dole "'• opplicotioo ;, tece-ived by the 
Deportment. 
D. Applicot•oru ore not transferable. If yew 1elecf o properly olhor !hon the iipecific property idcnti· 
fted above, you mvst file 0 ne... icolion. 




As long os your Cal-Vet loan cation has been filed in a District Office of the Division of Farm 
and Home ses before you obtain fi one! acquire an interest of record in !he properly 
interest of record restriction does not apply to uni property),you may obtain financing on 
this property from s ng any financing you at terms you con handle 
for on disqua fying yourself for a Cal-Vet loan should sufficient funds become 
ovai lure. 
upon completion of an eva uotion of your financial qualifications and an appraisal of your property 
if is del you ify for a Cal-Vet loan, a Commitment to Purchase Letter .;.,ill 
be ssued for a specific 
funds and preference 
amount on the property submitted, conditioned on availability of sufficient 
Now or in 
oibed above, 
should you 
se let us know. 
against using your Cal-Vet loon fo purchase the property des-
The conditions 1n this letter con be changed by future legislation. 




STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
OEPARTMEN OF VE EfiANS AFFAIRS 
DIVISION OF FARM AND HOME PURCHASES 




NO CAL-VET LOAN FUNDS 
ARE AVAILABLE FOR THIS 
APPLICATION 
The DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS has processed your application for a Cal-Vet loan at: 
limitations imposed law the lack of available s give no assurance when a Cal-Vet loan can 
be mode to you. This acknowledgement warrants only that: 
a. You are eligible as a Cal 
b. 
You may obtain financ 
Vet loan ld 
ld you 
s know. 
conditions in this letter con be 
ia veteran and presently qualify for a Cal-Vet loan. 
a ication is le at the date of this letter 
such lity 
rements of Purchase ond terms and conditions on the 
made a of s acknowledgement. 
another source w 
future. 
disqualifying lf for a Cal-
sing your Cal-Vet loan Ia finance the property des-
lotion. 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS A FA RS 
Signature, District Manager 
Date: 
P-15 Acknow 
REQUIREMENTS OF RCHASE: 
Before this loan i completed you wi be reque ted to· 







4. loon a 
whichever 
Termite w II be requ 
TERMITE EPORT 
ted 
when the loon offer is made. 
EMENTS 
IT IONS 
s Affa funds are available 
ly the sa me or better than on 
le po icy 
when loan is 
t 
DIVISION OF FARM AND HOME PURCHASES 
TO All 
Limitations imposed 
give no assurance when a ca 
funds for granting Cal-Vet 
General Obligation 
California. Proposition 2 
voter authorization of a $ 
for the continuing funding 
mcnt of Veterans A rs also 




This letter only 
A. The Department 
1 
I i fi cat 
the Military 
and regula 
o. You are cl gible 
category. Ca 
are ins u ff cie 
I) Veterans wou 
2) Former POW's. 
spouses t 
3) a. Ve 
b. 









f c entl available funds 
made to you. Historically, 
obtained th the sale of 
authori the voters of 
election ballot provides for 
issue \'llhich will allow 
oan applications. The Depart-
ity to issue Veterans Revenue 
p anned Revenue Bond sale, but pending 
d have a rlmental effect upon the 
s 
EX 
sale at an acceptable 
your oan application 
oan to purchase a 
a 
provisions 
ia nd the rules 
service. 






c. Each Cal-Vet 
be processed accordi 





7, 1979, will 
each c tcgory 
the Department. 
f you select a property other 
ied , you mus file a new 
As long as your Cal-Vet loa cation has been filed in a District 
Office the Di sian Home Purchases be rc you tain 
financing and acquire an interest reco in the property (prior 
interest reco restriction docs not apply to unimproved property), 
you may obtain financ ng on this property from nnother source using any 
method of financing you choose at terms you can hand e for an exte cd 
time without disqualifying yourself for a Cal-Vet loans ld sufficient 
funds become available in the ture. 
If, upon completion of an evaluation of your financial qualifications and 
an appraisal of your property selection. it is determined that you qualify 
for a Cal-Vet loan, a Comm t to Purchase Letter \'Ji 11 be issued for a 
speci fl c amount on the p rty submit ted, it l on ava i 1 ab i 1 i ty ,pf ,, 
sufficient funds and preference category. 
Now or in the future s ld you decide against using your Cal-Vet loan to 
pu e the p rty desc ibed above, please let us know. 
cond ons in thi letter can be 
For the rtment Veterans A 
r 
rs: 
t re legislation. 
! 
Issuing Office: 
